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Abstract

The research paper aims to translate the first three chapters of the n6vel entitled Khirbet

Masood and written by the contemporary novelist, Professor Mansour Eid (1944-2013), from

Arabic to English. The translation process attempts to brid ge both the Arabic and the EnglishID

versions by rendering typically the same meaning knowing that the writer's writing style is

the "apparent ease" 'iLJ JJ" which is clear and flowing; nevertheless, it is inimitable.

Moreover, this paper tackles the various difficulties the translator encountered during the

translation process; these difficulties include the reflection of Lebanese cultural values in

order to help the English reader understand the sectarian conflicts in a lifelong sectarian

society, the sufferings that Lebanese people encountered during the Lebanese war in their

homeland, their migration struggles, and their patriotic love to their Phoenix homeland. It

also studies the mechanism of translation based on theories related to cultural translations

such as Vinay and Darbelnet's theory (mostly borrowing, modulation, equivalence, and

adaptation methods). Nida's theory (dynamic equivalence method). and Newmark's

(communicative method). Finally, the paper sheds light on the difficulties the translator faced

during the translation process with respect to different aspects such as the translation of the

apparent ease style IL-1 the transliteration of proper nouns, the translation of Lebanese

folkloric songs using Danica Seleskovitch and Marianne Lederer's interpretive model of

translation, the translation of non-Classical Arabic/Spoken Lebanese, and finally the layout

style of the target text.
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Introduction

Muhammad Al-Basheer, a researcher at the University of Nouakchott, considers that,

according to some books, the art of storytelling is a novelty which has been transmitted to

Arabs through translation and through the relation among Arabic, European and foreign

literatures. Al- Basheer also states that other books go beyond this theory, and considers that

Europe took this art just as any other form of art from Arabs, for Arabs, during the Pre-

Islamic, also called Period of Ignorance —Al-Jahiliyya— had various and numerous stories.

Moreover, Arabs were fond of history and stories, which revolve around their ancestors,

kings, knights, and poets. Moreover, according to Al-Basheer, the contemporary Arabic novel

production has reached a certain degree of authenticity to the extent that it is really amazing

to say that the age of this art is only about few decades. In addition, some evidence clearly

indicates that the Arabic literature did not only know the art of storytelling in all days

through , 	it also knew it in all its forms and arts (Al-Basheer, 2010).

As stated by Nadeer Al-Khazraji, the elements of a novel in general are as follows:

topic, event, idea, plot, characters, temporal and spatial environments, narration, language,

conflicts, resolution, results, and a message carrying wisdom and reality, which is relevant to

any society at any place and any time (Al- Khazraji, 2013).

In accordance with the subject of my thesis, Khirbet Masoud or Masood's Ruin is a Lebanese

novel, which comprises all the regular elements of a novel; what makes it peculiar, however,

is not only its plot, but also its topic and the novelist's style.

Regarding the plot, Jose Masood was a Mexican university professor, and a

descendent of an early Lebanese migrant to Mexico. He came to Lebanon to visit the land of
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his forefathers in fulfillment of his grandfather's -Yusuf Masood- will. He originally came for

a short visit in search for the ruin that his grandfather left behind in his village located in

South Lebanon. During his journey, Jose found himself amidst strange events. He was caught

by one of the powerful parties in the South and was assigned to house arrest. A silent,

disguised man used to deliver him the food on a daily basis and communicate with him in

writing, using scraps of papers. One night, the disguised man entered Jose's room and took

the mask off his face; the man was a woman called Maryam whose nickname under the party

was Zaynab. Jose and Maryarn fell in love with each other. Maryam, on her part, was a

widow and the mother of a boy, Hassan, whose father is a martyr in the Islamic Resistance.

Despite the religious and cultural differences between Jose and Maryam, they got married

and had a little girl, Maryana. The day Jose's parents decided to visit Lebanon for the first

time, July 2006 war broke out. Consequently, Jose and his little family decided to go to

Mexico to avoid Israeli assaults. On the outskirts of Zahleh town, an Israeli warplane spotted

the family's car and bombareded it; Maryam and Hassan were killed forthwith, while Jose

got his arm injured. As for Maryana. she survived to live with her father, Jose, in Mexico, the

country she had never dreamt of living in forever.

In terms of the peculiarity of the novel at the topic level, Khirbet Masood is inspired

from the series of the Lebanese War events, particularly the Israeli war on Lebanon in the

summer of 2006. The novel overflows with honest human reactions (Mghames, 2013) against

the struggles, which the Lebanese nation suffered throughout its history. It also represents the

hopes and fears of this nation about the future, and its concerns about the homeland, culture,

and values. The novel also sheds light on the significance of the Lebanese civilization.
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Concerning the writer's style, it is the apparent-ease (Nesrin. 2004) or what is called

iLQ.Al J+31 in Arabic, which is a clear and flowing style, yet inimitable. This writing

technique is not easy, as some might imagine, because it requires talent, experience, and

resilience. Hence, as believed by Adrian Ahmad, the words, phrases, and sentences in the

apparent-ease style flow just as leaves bloom on tree branches in spring (Ahrnad, 2011).

Turkey A1-Sakhry, in his article about the apparent-ease style considers that readers find the

style rather easy at first sight. Nonetheless, when they probe the text deeper, they might find

difficult to keep up with its proficiency, given that the text is exceptional and features an

elegant and refined language as well as an amazing ability to generate ideas (Al-Sakhry,

2009).

My choice of translating this book raises several questions: Why Mansour Eid? Why

Khirbet Masood and not any other book by Professor Eid? First, I chose Professor Eid

because nothing is more honorable than translating the work of a person who "pours his

entire self into his words". (Wehbe, 2008). Second, I opted for Professor Eid because he, as

an instructor, impacted our life when I was a graduate student at Notre Dame University; his

unforgettable smile and fatherly care have marked the path of my life. Third, I chose

Mansour Eid simply because he is Mansour Eid.

On the other hand, I opted for the translation of Khirbet Masood and not another book by

Professor Eid, because it is the story of a nation I belong to, a nation, which has been

crucified by wars caused by sectarian conflicts throughout history. Yet, each time the phoenix

comes for its resurrection. Moreover, this novel tells the story of many Lebanese migrants

who relentlessly feel nostalgia for their homeland once taken by the wings of migration; this

migration could not expunge the images of their beloved country from their soul, spirit, and

mind (Al-Hourani, 2008). The novel also relates the impossible love story of two hearts from
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different religious, cultural, and sectarian backgrounds within the same country, and the

many obstacles they encounter as a result of these differences. The fact that the novel is

written in the Arabic language —source language SL (See Appendix A)— makes the reader

more inclined to sympathize with the writer and the story characters since they all belong to

the same society and the same homeland. I have, therefore, undertaken the task to translate

this novel into English —target language TL (See Appendix A) -, in order, to realize the

writer's dream on the first hand, and to convey the author's message on the other hand—

struggle to survive under conditions of war, sectarian conflicts, and the lack of openness to

others within the same society—to Western readers. The translated version of this novel

would make another bridge between both the Eastern and Western "nations"; it would allow

foreigners to learn more about the Lebanese culture and enhance the image of Lebanon,

whenever it has been seen tarnished or "obscene" abroad.

Before stating the aim of this paper, a definition of the term translation is worth giving

at the beginning of this work. Translation is a "um -directional process" (Catford, 1965. p. 20)

in which the translator changes an original text - source text ST (See Appendix A) - written

in the source language SL into a text - target text TT (See Appendix A)- written in the target

language TL (Munday, 2008). In other words, translation is "the replacement of textual

material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in other language (TL) (Catford,

1965, p. 20). The Russo-American structuralist Roman Jakobson describes three categories of

translation: intralingual translation, intersemiotic translation, and interlingual translation.

Intralingual translation occurs when we paraphrase or rewrite a text within the same

language. Intersemiotic translation occurs when a written text is reproduced in any form of

art such as music, film, or painting. Interlingual translation is the traditional form of

translation, which occurs between two different verbal languages (Munday, 2008). However,
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the main problem of translation in all its types, according to Jakobson in Susan Bassnett's

book entitled Translation Studies, is that 'there is ordinarily no full equivalence through

translation" (Bassnett, 2002, p.22). This no full equivalence" between two languages can be

interpreted as loss and gain in the translation process. While transferring a text from SL to

TL, the focus might not only be on what was lost, but also on what was gained since the

translator can enrich the source text ST by adding some clarifications to the target text TI.

Eugene Nida, with his formal and dynamic theory, (Munday, 2008) - which will be

discussed later in this paper - is a rich source of information about the problems of loss in

translation, especially when the translator faces the difficulty of terms or concepts which exist

in the SL, but not in the IL (Bassnett, 2002).

Despite this gain and loss, which have been proven in the translation process, to what

extent was I loyal to Mansoor Eid while translating the first three chapters of what he called

- according to his wife —his masterpiece, Khirbet Masood? For the purpose of producing the

most equivalent translation of the ST, I did an ongoing research in order to understand the

source text and the writer's message. My research consisted of interviewing the writer's

widow, Mrs. Jacqueline Eid, who provided me with hidden messages throughout the novel,

and helped me analyze the reasons which stood behind writing this novel. I also referred to

American native speakers to find the equivalents of some terms and expressions, which were

problematic in the target language. In addition, I shortened long and complex sentences of the

SL, and tried to picture them in my mind in order to understand and write these in a more

simple way just as English language - TL— requires.

This paper tackles several problems, which vary from preserving the spirituality of the text to

producing the most appropriate equivalent, in accordance to the rules of the target language

IL - English language - in this case. Moreover, the problem resides in transferring the
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content and the form faithfully, knowing that the translator is the mirror of the writer; in other

words, he/she is also a writer, yet with restricted privilege. The paper discusses the theories of

translation of Vinay and Darbelnet, Nida, and Newmark in the IT, particularly those related

to cultural translation, in order to demonstrate how much the translator was able to translate

the Lebanese cultural practices encountered in the novel, given that both the Lebanese and

the American cultures vary to a great extent. Finally, the paper analyzes the difficulties we

faced in terms of level of language (Classical Arabic vs. Spoken Lebanese, prose (including

dialogue), Arabic songs lyrics, etc.), lexicology (the choice of proper nouns in the ST and

their meanings, morphology (borrowed words), phonology (transliteration of proper nouns),

semiotics, and semantics.

RQJ: To what extent was the translator able to translate the cultural practices of the

source culture into the target culture, through the use of Vinay and Darbelnet, Nida,

and Newmark 's theories of translation (especially their methods related to cultural

translation), given that both the Lebanese and the American cultures - differ greatly?

RQ2: What are the difficulties the translator faced during the translation process

concerning various aspects?
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CHAPTER I

May 2nd 1999

The taxi coming from Beirut International Airport stopped in front of the luxurious

Beiruti hotel which overlooks Rawsheh Beach. The visitor's suitcase indicated that he

was far from being a wealthy tourist, as much as it inspired the porter that this dark-

skinned man was a regular tourist, one of those who travel around the world seeking

comfort and recreation. Similarly to the suitcase, his simple clothes differ from those

of elegant businessmen or Arab visitors coming from the Gulf countries.

But what raised the curiosity of the listeners at the entrance of the reception hail were

some words that slipped out of the visitor's mouth, carrying in their pronunciation

Classical Arabic rhythms, toned up with a Western accent. A smile on the face of this

foreigner earned him instantly the love of the employees who welcomed him in the

lobby.

The receptionist checked the passport and logged the information needed for the room

booking; he, then, lifted his head and asked with proper English:

"Are you coming from Mexico?"
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"Yes. I come from Mexico", replied the tourist.

"I heard you speaking Arabic."

"Yes, I speak Classical Arabic..."

"Are you of Arabic origin?"

"I'm Lebanese.. .My grandfather is a Lebanese migrant..."

The employee smiled joyfully and said:

"Welcome to your country. Lebanon..

"Thank you, my friend."

The word "friend" struck a chord in the employee's ear; he barely hears foreigners

uttering such a word while talking to a stranger. However, he just regained his

conviction that the person talking to him was from Lebanese descent, for Lebanese

immediately sympathize with strangers.

It is the Mediterranean blood, which flows in the veins of generations, carrying the

spirit of Phoenicians, those ancient sailors, who invented the alphabet and spread it in

the Mediterranean world and beyond, reaching Africa and the coastline of South

America, in order to communicate with people using a single language.

Handing the room key to the tourist, the employee smiled and said:
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"Welcome, Mr. Jose Masud. Your room is ready. The porter will help you find it."

"Does it have a view over the sea?"

"Yes, it overlooks the Rawsheh Rock."

Jose thanked him again and was trying to follow the porter's steps, when he returned

to the employee and asked him:

"May I know your name?"

"My name is Naji."

"Naji, will you be here at night?"

"I will be at your service until 7:00 a.m., Mr. Jose."

"I'm happy about that... I'd like us to chat in the evening."

Jose's words created an elated atmosphere among both speakers, reflecting a tinge of

satisfaction and reassurance on Jose's face while Naji was confirming:

"I'll be here waiting for you after dinner, sir."

***

The small balcony of room 75 in the seventh floor of the hotel overlooks the sea;

more specifically, it overlooks the two rocks whose name was engraved with stories

of love and romance, the day when-in this country- death transcended sacred passion.

Rawsheh Rocks constitute a source of inspiration for sad romantic dreams;
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these rocks attract lovers, sufferers, and miserable and desperate people , and prompt

them to discover the wandering mermaids in the bottom of the ocean, and meet them

beyond the deafening rage of death.

Jose, however, does not know anything about the stories of these lovers, which might

disturb his imagination or awaken the dreamer's sadness in him. Therefore, watching

the waves dancing under the light of a full moon carried him to another world, to the

world of distant memories that are well rooted in time. These memories are embedded

in the age of an old man who left this country, decades ago, yet his eyes kept

beseeching the Mediterranean Sea moisture for tears flowing with spontaneity and

innocence. Each time that old man remembers the farewell day at the farming village,

his forehead reveals a feeling of a powerful remorse topped with secrets of a burning

desire and a murderous nostalgia. He is Yusuf Masood, the young Lebanese

adventurer whose name was altered abroad to Jose Masud, not for an error in his

identity card, but because native speakers of the new homeland cannot pronounce the

Lebanese name he carried with him to Mexico.

Yusuf was seventeen the day the winds of migration carried him to America, even

more, beyond the seas. There seems to be no difference between America and the sea.

Those who give in to the sea waves would be surrendering their soul to that arduous

desire and murderous ambition embodied in the word America since the first

Lebanese migrated from this land to the overseas.

Due to its huge size, immense territory, numerous countries, and diverse races, colors

and people, America remains in the dreams of those
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early Lebanese migrants, a part of the earthly paradise hiding treasures in its caves and

sprouting fortunes and wealth from its soil. However, in the minds of many Lebanese

residing in this small country Lebanon, America is a piece of land whose area does not

exceed that of a pasture for sheep. No matter how away the rebellious sheep goes, it remains

under the shepherd's sight, his watchful dog, and his bellwether. The entire world is,

therefore. America, and geography is no more than a story of anxiety and nostalgia from the

Thousand and One Nights.

In 1912, shortly before the outbreak of World War I, Yusuf Masood bid farewell to his

family, the village of Khillat-al-Manzaleh 'and the people of his neighborhood, and he

boarded the ocean, to America, to the unknown. The unknown dropped him off the shore of

a new country he discovered after he had endured there a long time of anxiety, confusion,

and ignorance. This country was Mexico. There was no difference between Mexico and the

American dream. His journey in Mexico was part of this estrangement, which exhausted him

with burning nostalgia, and wore him out struggling and persevering to secure bread on the

table.

Jose, the grandson, remembers, when on his grandpa's lap, he used to fall asleep night

after night listening to his tales.

Every tale was a time for tears and sighs hiding a myriad of stories that Jose Junior

heard while he stared at his grandfather; he was confused whether to sob like the old man,

or to wipe away his tears

1 Khillat-al-Manzaleh is a village in the District of Jezeen in South Lebanon, http://www.highbeam.com ,

retrieved November 5, 2013
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with his soft fingers, trying to ease his pain with a few words flowing through his

innocent lips: "I love you grandpa".

Those silent stories, over which the old man kept tight lips, were left for time to

unravel; and with these stories, he constantly uttered a very dear will to his heart:

Little son, one day, you must visit my countly, my homeland, and my parents'

tomb... One day, you must visit Lebanon, and the farming villages spread over the

Southern hills. Your father is busy working and obsessed by the idea of success and

making money, and may not be able to visit that beloved country... he may not be able

to make my dream conic true... He may not be able to see the land of his forefathers. I

do believe that with God's blessings, you, Jose, my little grandson, may fulfill my

dream and my will.

Then, after sighing, shedding tears, and uttering his will, Yusuf Masood started telling

his grandson, Jose, the story of that journey that carried him away from his country

Lebanon to this strange land called Mexico. Telling his story served him as a relief for

his soul while he was hiding a certain desire and hope that those vague images take

hold in Jose Junior's imagination.

And he continues telling..

September days of that summer were drawing to an end; the barren farms and shallow

land along with the sky of the South Lebanon village of Al-Reehan turn September

into a symbol of migration: the soil dries up; greeneries fade away; birds fill the sky

for an eternal departure; freshly harvested fields lie abandoned; daylight hours
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shorten, and cold bites sneak into the bodies. September is the month whose gentle breeze

seeks shelter in the ribs fearing the unknown, and the unknown is the sea called the

Mediterranean Sea. The young man Yusuf left Kl'iillat-al-Manzaleh village, before the

break of dawn to eschew the heat of the sun; he headed walking towards Jerrnoq "village.

Two hours later, he arrived to the Mizna plain 3 a the entrance of Kfarreman village,

celebrated for grazing pastures and for birds swirling in its space. And from there, he

headed west towards the coast.

The names of towns and villages flashed successively into his mind; he has known well

these places since he was a child; he used to accompany his father, the muleteer, there, to

transport grains, hay, and fodder for livestock. He arrived to Saida in the afternoon, so he

headed towards the vicinity of Khan al-Franj 4 and the port where carriages wait to carry

passengers to Beirut.

Echoes of voices, coming from Hasbani's side, bounced off the hot eastern wind and

carried to his heart, along with the crying farewell calls, his mother's voice repeating with a

hurtful tone: "Come back, son, one day.. . Come back, my sweetheart. . . Come back, apple

of my eye".

He could not take any more of these few words, so he covered his ears fearing that his soul

would fall apart over one of Reehan Mountain 'rocks that are covered with the grey veil of

life sorrows.

2 Jermoq is a town in the District of Jezeen in South Lebanon, http://www.highbeam.com  , retrieved on
November 5, 2013

Mizna plain is located in the south of Kfarreman, District of Nabatieh. South Lebanon, http://nabatieh.org
and http://www.undp.org.lb , retrieved on November 5, 2013
' Khan al-Franj, located in Saida, South Lebanon, is one of the largest caravansaries (khans) Emir Fakhreddine
built in the 17' century A.D., and offered to the French in order to encourage trade relations between Mount
Lebanon and France, http://wwwionelyplanet.com/lebanon/south-of-beirut ,retrieved on November 5, 2013

The Hasbani River is a river located in South Lebanon, www.dailystar.com.lb , retrieved March 9, 204
6 The Reehan Mountain is located in South Lebanon, http://jabalReehan.wordpress.com/ retrieved on
November 5, 2013
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In the Port of Beirut, the ship was anchored with majesty and solemnity. Yusuf

couldn't imagine that a powerful piece of iron could float on the surface of water

without sinking. He has often seen metal sinking in a pond in proximity to his cottage,

or in the big pond where the Reehan Spring gushed abundantly. He has not learned at

school the notions of weight and volume, so the image of the floating ship raised in

him a feeling of fear mixed with astonishment; he was also amazed by this strange

world, which he started discovering its wonders, as soon as he took the carriage on the

coastal road alongside the southern shore.

Though the ship was anchored, his new world was on the move, and his life sailed

towards the unknown.

Jose Junior, sunken in his grandfather's bosom, was feeling his shivering soul beating

over his head as if lulling him to fall asleep; the old man, then, holds his breath and

stops his bleeding heart from further pouring out into the words. The story, therefore,

awaits to be continued another night, with a new start for a new life.

Jose looked through the window of his room, watching the water undulating and

dancing under the moonlight, which warmed up the atmosphere of that spring night;

hence, the moisture-loaded sea breaths dampened his face. He lost perception of space

and time, and gave in again to the joy of listening to that endlessly bleeding story. The

sea that, a hundred years ago, carried his grandfather and his forefathers
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3

thousands of years earlier, was traded for a huge metal engine, roaring in the air; it is

the plane, which carries the ambitious, dreamers, and fugitives to a new world.

Being taken too far by memory, he started hearing again the sequel of a story he used

to listen to, before sleeping, when he was a child...

.two days after the ship sailed, a violent storm almost sank it, but through God's

grace, all the passengers were saved. Some took refuge in the rooms used as stables

for livestock. Cow dung odors asphyxiated those rooms and the mold and moisture

worsened the situation. Nevertheless, the escape to these hideouts was way safer than

the stay on the storm lashed deck. Although the storm couldn't sink the ship, it blew

the kafJlyeh 7and lebbedeh 8 from Yusufs head into the violent waves, where just as

Yusuf himself, the lebbedeh found itself hurled into battle in the depths of the

unknown sea.

In those frightening moments, the tears, which froze in Yusufs eyes, from the

moment the ship had set sail, began to flow; he saw a part of himself wandering early

in the sea, even before losing sight of those mountains, which God blessed in His

heavenly books. Feeling anxiety, confusion, and remorse, Jose grabbed his sirwat,

blown up in the wind, and wrapped it with the and of his hands;

Kaffiyeh is "a Bedouin Arab's kerchief worn as headdress, Kaffiyeh (2001). In The New Oxford American
Dictionary (1St ed.). New York, NY: Oxford University Press, Inc.

8 Lebbedeh is a traditional Lebanese headdress, Samaha. R. (April/May, 2014). Lebbedeh: a traditional
Lebanese headdress. The In-flight Magazine of Middle East Airlines Air Liban, 140 (14), 92.

9Sirwal is a form of baggy trousers worn by men in the Arabian Peninsula, http://www.wikipedia.com ,
retrieved on November 17, 2013
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He, then, felt secure, as if he caught a handful of earth from his beloved land, the land

he had left hours ago.

He uttered words that vanished like smoke in the air:

"If I died here, this old black cloth would serve as my coffin, and the fish of the sea

wouldn't be able to tear my body..."

Phone calls increased in the room; it was Naji, the receptionist, calling Jose to have

his dinner because the hotel restaurant shuts the doors upon customers at 10:00 p.m.

At the four-person round table, Jose sat for dinner. He wished that the restaurant was

overcrowded with customers, so that somebody would share his table. Yet, his silence

did not prevent him from thinking about the purpose of his visit

When will start the journey that his grandfather had prepared him since he was a

child?

The stage for this journey is all set; Jose is now in Lebanon, in the land which

exhausted with nostalgia all those early migrants, who invaded the world with their

dreams; ambitions; enthusiasm; struggles; tears; and success. The time to unveil that

past is very near. This might happen tomorrow or the day after, provided Jose finds a

guide to
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the Promised Land, to where the sun rises from behind Mount Hermon 10 , and the

moon, passionately, wanders with the endlessly desperate souls; these souls sail in the

dark meandering valleys.

Naji approached Jose, greeted him with Lebanese courtesy, and said:

"I hope you enjoyed some rest", Mr. Jose.

"I am at my best."

"And the food? Did you like the Lebanese cuisine?"

"I've been used to it since I was a child ... My mother often prepared us Tabooleh11,

IVlujaddara 12 , Kibbeh 3 , Huinmos 4  and grills..."

"Would you like a coffee?, asked Naji with a smile."

"I'd rather take tea at this hour of the day."

The glass of tea was the key to an agreeable discussion that lasted until midnight.

Naji's workload diminishes progressively, either when the hotel tenants go to sleep, or

when they are out for the evening.

Jose's wish was finally fulfilled; his journey will start here, and the world he seeks to

probe its depths will be soon unveiled.

"What is your grandfather's native village?", asked Naji.

10 Mount Hermon is a mountain located in Nabatieh, South Lebanon, http://lb.geoview.info  , retrieved on
November 17, 2013

A Lebanese salad made with fresh veggies. olive oil and spices; it can be eaten in pita bread- scooped onto
pita bread, or eaten traditionally with a fork. http://mideastfood.about.com , retrieved on November 17, 2013.
12 A Lebanese lentil dish, http://www.habeeb.coml , retrieved on November 17, 2013.
13 A Lebanese food containing ground meat or lamb with spices, http://mideastfood.about.com  , retrieved on
November 17, 2013.
14 A very popular Middle Eastern chickpea puree that is used as an appetizer and served with pita bread,
http://mideastfood.about.com , retrieved on November 17, 2013.
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"Mount Reehan, in the South."

"Mount Reehan ... vhat's the name of his village?"

"I just remember the name of few villages, but I don't know exactly his all what I

know is that he lived in a modest house in one of those villages."

"Can you name one of these?"

"Al-Ai shiyeh, Al-Nabatieh, Al-Jermoq, Al-Wardanieh, Al -Suwayreh'.

"My grandfather is from Jermoq", said Naji with a smile.

"What a nice coincidence! Do you know well that region...?"

"No, I've never been there."

"Why?"

"I was born in Beirut after my father fled his village, in 1976, upon the onset of the

Lebanese War. The military and security situation, then, prevented me from returning

there."

"So, you know nothing about it?"

"All what I know is that it's now a very dangerous place; it is still the scene of daily

armed conflicts."

15 These (names mentioned successively) are villages and towns located in South Lebanon,
http://www.localiban.org , retrieved on March 9, 2014
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"What do you mean by that?", asked Jose

"The area, currently, is under the occupation of the South Lebanese Army, which is

under the command of Israel; it is an occupied territory."

"Where is the risk then?"

"It is a base for military operations against the enemy; the Lebanese Resistance

against the Israeli occupation buries landmines in that area."

"Do you mean it is unsafe to reach that area?"

"It is unsafe for those who don't live there and ignore the safe roads."

"Is there any way to penetrate this area?"

"You may enter because you are a foreigner holding a Mexican passport. I think they

won't complicate things for you."

"I'll try; tomorrow, I'll be calling the Mexican Embassy to inform them about my

presence here, the purpose of my visit, and my residence, so that they would facilitate

the task for me."

"Maybe... I personally know a relative of some powerful people there; he might get

you a pass for your visit."

"Thank you, my friend, for your help."

"You're most welcome. But be careful of this risky adventure. It is no easy task, and

the Mexican Embassy might not grant you the authorization to access this area."
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"I came here for a specific purpose. which I must achieve. J will not return to Mexico

before I fulfill my promise and realize my grandfather's wish, who, on his deathbed,

said to me: "Don't forget... promise me that you will visit that country, so that my

soul rests in peace." I am here, to relieve his soul."

"You should have postponed your visit for a better time."

"I was not aware of all those obstacles. We know that war hasn't ended in Lebanon,

but TV in Mexico shows us aspects of a normal life here to the point that we can

make no more difference between war and peace in this country."

"You're completely right, Mr. Jose; it is also hard for us to distinguish war from

peace in our own country, since everything is ready and accessible here. When you

walk around in Beirut streets, the contradictions we live will surprise you.

Naji insisted on warning Jose about the dangers of this* ourney; he, then, asked him:

"What do you do for living?"

"I am a professor at the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM); the

university granted me the approval to conduct research on eastern studies this year."

"What's the subject of your research?"

"It's about the influence of Eastern Christian Culture on Latin America."
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Naji said smiling:

"Do you do any research on the causes of the Christian emigration to the West?"

"This subject is part of my study and my research."

"In my opinion, you will find answers in that region to most of your queries."
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CHAPTER II

Reaching the Reehan Mountain ' 6region in the District of Jezeen 17 requires to take a

road other than the seaside one that crosses Saida ' 8 ; it veers eastward towards the

town of Jezeen. At the southern side of the town of Damoor' 9, Shaheen, the driver

headed eastward towards the mountainous Shuf2° region. His first surprise was the

valley at the confluence of the two rivers, when the car was heading up towards the

southern turns of the Damoor River. In that spring morning, the valley appeared as a

temple immersed in warm mist, just as incense burns at divine altars.

While Jose contemplated the lush woodlands tinted with a variety of hues, his

imagination wandered recalling his childhood nights. His grandfather, who always

told him the stories of his beautiful country, and engraved in his mind those charming

scenes, knew nothing about the vast land of Mexico except its damp basements, cold

huts, and markets where migrants competed in selling their goods. The slopes and

valleys, sketched with divine creativity, are the only sceneries of his country, which

remain etched in his memory and in his heart. The foreign land, despite its limitless

space, natural diversity, and climate variety, represented in his

16 A region in South Lebanon
' A region in South Lebanon

' A region in South Lebanon
19 A region in South Lebanon
21 A region in South Lebanon
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daily life nothing more than crowded streets full of dark-skinned residents rushing to

earn their living, or loafers hanging around at the doors of shops and factories.

Heaven - which holy books speak about, and clergymen exaggerate describing its

graces and riches, and promise it to righteous believers— takes shape everywhere in

those slopes; those slopes resounded through Jose's mind that daily prayer, which his

grandfather recited to him, and whose rhythms laid in the depths of his soul.

The angels of that heaven landed to live in this very valley! Here are the yellow

blossoms of genista shrubs revealing their secrets by spreading their fragrance in the

breeze to welcome the adventurous visitor. Through groves of green oak trees, sparkle

breath-taking purple acorns, which moved Jose to the point that he wished he could

grow wings of an adventurous bird, and fly roaming those forests and chanting across

those prairies.

Filled with awe, he shouted in an unconscious reaction:

"How splendid are these small trees! What are these called", Mr. Shaheen?

"Al-zamzariq trees" (Judas trees)

Jose burst out laughing, and tried to pronounce this word, which he never heard his

grandfather mentioning before. He repeatedly tried to pronounce it; however, he could

only utter few letters: alzamiq...
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Al-zarnzariq... Al-zamzariq, Mr. Jose. The purple blossoms of this small tree are

really tasty, but, unfortunately, their freshness does not last more than two weeks."

While smiling, Jose made again desperate attempts for an accurate pronunciation of

the word, but in vain; he said:

"I wish I could find such trees on that old farm."

Trying to reassure the tourist, the driver said:

"You will find these trees in any forest in Lebanon from the coast up to the

mountain."

Jose did not comment, but he went back in memories to the Grand Canyon Street

branching off Reforma Street in Mexico City where jacaranda trees, with purple

blossoms, sprout in rows alongside the shoulders of the road. The view of this vivid

scenery has often touched his soul; this brought to his mind the Phoenicians, his

forefathers, who extracted this spiritual hue from murex seashells.

He, then, continued contemplating those slopes and the houses of another new village,

which unfolded before his eyes at every new turn. These villages of the Shuf2'region

are strewn across the hills neighboring the town of Deir ci Qamar.

Shaheen, who was familiar with these sights because of his daily trips between

Beirut22 and the Shuf, was not pleased with his passenger's silence, so he engaged in a

conversation with Jose about things

21 The District of Shuf located in the Governorate of Mount Lebanon, http://www.localiban.org  , retrieved on
November 27, 2013.
21 Beirut is the capital of Lebanon
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he considered of more significance than those natural sceneries commonly sung in

Lebanese folkloric songs; he always listened to these songs on the car radio and

parroted:

Endless heavens which leave the eyes hungry

Is there anything else other than Lebanon's security and political problems in the

driver's mind? These problems are the daily bread people pretend mastering while, in

fact, the only truth they know is limited to the futilities, which they view as the best of

their knowledge.

The driver forgot that his companion is a Mexican tourist who cares less about

Lebanon's problems, so he said:

"Here is Deir el-Qamar, the capital of Shuf District. Deir el-Qamar hosted all the

displaced Christians during the Mountain War 23 ... My wife's parents were both

among those displaced, who suffered greatly in this region, sir."

Before Jose grasped this flow of information, the driver went on explaining theories

on politics, security, and military strategies, which preoccupied all his life in the same

way air, bread, and water do.

Jose asked the driver:

"What is your native village?"

"My family comes from "El-Wadaya 24", but

23 The Mountain War, also called Harb al-Jabal was a subconflict of the Lebanese Civil War, which occurred at
the Shuf District located south-east of the Lebanese Capital Beirut, httD://en.wiki pedia.org , retrieved on March
12, 2014
24 A town in South Lebanon, http://unjobs.org  , retrieved on November 28, 2013.
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we were displaced during the war, and moved to one of the towns in Jezeen where we

are still living now."

Jose had to decipher lots of symbols and riddles each time he encountered a Lebanese;	 -

every Lebanese had a different story with myriad complexities. Jose, however, found

life in Mexico to be less complicated; people, there, live a simple life.

They work hard to meet their needs, survive poverty, and defy their fate. Basic human

needs are common to people anytime and anywhere, whereas the daily conditions of

the people Jose was meeting in this small country seem more complex.

Life needs are usually considered regular affairs people got used to anytime and

anywhere; however, the everyday life situations of the people here, in this small

homeland, seem to be much more complicated.

Questions rushed in his head, but he was unable to answer any of these, for time has

not arrived yet. Why was he eager to come to Lebanon traveling long distances to

discover the places, which migration and death prevented his grandfather from

visiting, whereas Naji never thought of visiting his grandfather's house situated a

couple of hours away from his house?

Why was this driver displaced to another town situated at a thirty-minute distance

from his hometown? Why has war divided this country, and isolated and exhausted

some regions while other regions were enjoying the hustle and bustle 25 oflife. And

why...? And why...?

25 Despite the various wars Lebanese went through, Beirut abridges the contradictions of this complicated
Orient. It has always been the capital of night life, youth, energy and resurrection; it is the capital that never
sleeps and is always on fire even when it was bombarded, Rozelier, M. (2009). Une vie depintade a Beyrouth
(1st ed.). Paris: Librairie Generale Francaise.
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Questions were endless...

The driver's voice brought him back to reality; he asked him:

"Did you get a pass to enter the Mount Reehan region?"

"No, but I informed the embassy about my interest to visit this place."

"They might not grant you entry into this region because it has been the stage of

dangerous armed conflicts."

"Who, then, would grant me the pass?"

"The command office in the South Lebanon Army."

"Is it different than the Lebanese Army?"

The driver nodded and said:

"For sure, sir, the South Lebanon Army does not receive orders from Beirut, but from

the Israeli Army."

"What do you mean by that?"

"The Lebanese government does not recognize this army and its command; they

consider them traitors and outlaws."

"Outlaws?!"

"Government officials say that. . .1 am also considered an outlaw, and whoever lives in

that region is also considered as such."

Jose, about to jump off his seat, shouted:
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"Are you taken for an outlaw although you come from Beirut? Why don't security

men arrest you?"

"All those who live in that region are considered outlaws. The government penalizes

us; the government has no control over our region; we openly request it to take

control, but it is still refusing to do so."

"Is this reasonable? The government refuses to enter your region!"

"This is the truth, sir."

Jose replied:

"I feel as if I were living in a wonderland or in a crazy world."

"The driver burst out laughing and replied:

"Yes sir, we live in a crazy world. This is the truth."

This unusual conversation drove boredom away and made the trip enjoyable; the car

was passing through Deir el-Qamar towards Mokhtãra 26 village; Shaheen named to

the tourist the regions they were passing through, and warned him again about the

denial of entry to the southern region at the checkpoint between Shuf and Jezeen.

Shaheen noticed that his words drew the tourist's attention, so he was proud of

himself and of his talent in political analysis; he, then, remembered that they were

crossing

26 Mokhtãra is a village in Mount Lebanon in the District of Shuf, http://www.discoverlebanon.com  , retrieved
on November 3 0, 2013.
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a region filled with political, security, and military contradictions; he continued

saying:

A few years ago, this road, crossing the towns of the Shuf region, was insecure, not

only for Christians who wished to visit their towns, but also for Christian residents

who had settled in these villages, hundred years ago, after their ancestors hailed from

other regions. This unsafe road has now become the only safe path for people to reach

their homes in those regions.

Mokhtãra village had been, for years, the headquarters, where major decisions were

made to expel Christians from Shuf. It has become today the symbol of safe national

coexistence.

The driver held forth on security concerns in the southern Lebanese territory, as if his

passenger-companion were an expert in Lebanese issues. He forgot that Jose was a

Mexican person, who would never understand the trivialities slipping through his lips.

But Jose, paying attention to every single word uttered by the driver, became nervous.

Having abandoned his silence, he leaned his head towards the window, sighed loudly,

and inhaled, breathing fresh air mixed with genisia fragrance in this spring day. Full

with exasperation, he, then, shouted complaining:

"Uff... uff... You really are crazy..."

Jose did not expect what was soon awaiting him on the road as the car was nearing the

Lebanese Army checkpoint; this checkpoint was set at a short distance of 135ter27

village in the Shuf region.

27 Bäter is a village located in Mount Lebanon in the District of Shuf, http://www.locateIebanon.com ,
retrieved on December 11, 2013.
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The Lebanese flag was raised on the base fortified by sandbags. This scene caused the

foreigner a certain feeling of confusion, or it was, perhaps, a feeling of security for

seeing the Lebanese flag. The series of questions the soldier, at the checkpoint, asked

Jose, brought back to the latter a feeling of anxiety and discomfort.

"Sir, I cannot let you enter without the authorization of my Command", said the

soldier.

"I am a foreigner, and here is my passport."

"You are not familiar with the region, and foreigners cannot enter unless they have a

pass from the Army Command in Beirut."

"I am here for tourism...! am a university professor and here is my business card; I

am neither a journalist, nor a spy."

"You're most welcome, but this matter does not concern me."

"Is the officer in charge here? Can I talk to someone in charge?"

The feeling of anger appeared on the soldier's face. When the officer noticed the

unusual stopping of the car, he came out of his office - an iron-made room -,

approached the foreign tourist, and invited him to his office to obtain further

information about his true identity.
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The officer ended the short encounter, and said:

"I'll let you pass on your own responsibility and that of the Mexican Embassy. But I

warn you again from entering that region; it is really dangerous. My responsibility

ends here, at the border of this checkpoint; beyond it, you are on your own."

"Thank you, sir. I'll manage by myself, don't worry. I just began to unravel the

secrets of your cause, but I am determined to achieve my objective", Jose replied.

"May God protect you, Mr. Jose", replied the officer.

The car pursued its journey into the "wonderland" towards another checkpoint located

on the southern border of the town of Jezeen, and known by the town's very name.

The car stopped at a short distance of some armed young men; Jose asked the driver:

"And here, what's going on?"

"It's the main checkpoint to enter Jezeen."

"Who is standing there?"

"Young men from the South Lebanon Arm y I had told you about."

Jose burst into laughter, and said:
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"So. we are now outside Lebanon!"

"You have a sense of humor, sir. You have begun discovering the secrets of the

Lebanese reality. We are now outside Lebanon, as you expected."

"Why did you stop moving forward since the gate is open to you?"

"It's true that the iron gate is open, but I haven't yet received the signal to proceed."

"And who gives you this signal?"

"The armed man moving back and forth in the middle of the road."

"Why didn't he give you signal to enter?"

"His is not in the mood to do so."

"And what would happen if you moved forward?"

"He would shoot at me."

"What? He would shoot at you?!", shouted Jose surprised.

"Yes, he'd rather do that, not to kill, but to terrorize me."

"When will he be in a good mood?"

"I have no idea! Maybe now, or in a few minutes, or within half an hour."
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68

Rebelliously, Jose raised his fist, and hit the seat furiously shouting:

"Oh, grandpa! Where, for God's sake, did you send me? May God have mercy upon

you; you left this world before getting to know your ill-fated Lebanon."

The armed man at the checkpoint signaled the car to proceed. The car, then, moved

slowly towards that man whose face expressed signs of naivety, stupidity, and anger.

Puffing his chest above his round belly, the armed man said:

"Who's that man?"

"A Mexican tourist...", replied the driver

"A Mexican tourist?"

He burst into laughter and said:

Are you kidding me, son of ..

"But, this is the truth."

"Get him out of the car; why did he come here"

"He wants to visit the Reehan Mountain region."
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The armed man carried on laughing loudly and called his comrades to watch this idiot

foreigner who was visiting this region; he, then, addressed a question to the driver:

"Is he a journalist?"

"A university professor."

"He really is a fool."

The driver answered cautiously:

"He knows Arabic since he is of Lebanese origin."

"Where is his pass? How did you bring him here without telling him about the need of

a pass?"

"He didn't obtain the pass, but, the Mexican Embassy might have arranged this visit.

You should ask him by yourself; he knows Arabic as I had told you."

The word embassy has a special impact on those people; it is the symbol of existence

of foreign influence, which ignites a special spark in people's soul and mind. The

impact of this foreign influence may only be comprehended through analyses people

enjoy making in times of despair, in an attempt to escape sad reality.

Squeezing his head into the car window, the armed man —with an ugly beard—

modified his tone of voice, and said to the stranger:

"Please, sir, you have to meet the officer in charge."
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While looking at one another with surprise, three armed men, surrounded the Mexican

tourist, and exchanged smiles that convey nothing but wonder and confusion.

One of them, with a downy beard, said:

"Let me guide you to the officer, sir; he's the one who decides your fate here."

But the armed man was surprised by a question Jose asked him:

"How old are you, young man?"

"Sixteen years."

"Why are you here, and not in school or university?"

The question shocked the young man; he stumbled and chose to answer with an

ambiguous smile. He restrained himself, and shook his head saying:

It is the war, sir... This is what war is..."

"And that old man, your comrade, how old is he?"

The young man laughed, faltering under the overwhelming load of arms, missiles, and

quivers; he, then, replied:

"Seventy years..."

Jose shouted:

"What? Seventy years?!"
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"Yes, sir, he's on guard duty, replacing his son who fled to Beirut."

"Why did his son flee to Beirut?"

"To escape the military service in the South Lebanon Army. . .The service here is very

dangerous, and lots of young men fled to Beirut, so the military command forced their

fathers to replace them."

"What if the fathers don't replace them?"

"They can't refuse."

"And if they refuse?!"

The young man was irritated by the curiosity of this stranger; he saw red, and said:

"That is none of my business; you should ask the command on your own. It seems

you bring trouble our way."

Keeping his lips sealed, Jose followed the young armed man towards a two-story

building, located a few hundred meters away from the checkpoint.

The young man said:

"This is the headquarters. You have to meet the officer in charge; he's the one who

decides whether you stay here or you go back to Beirut."

Following a phone call from the checkpoint notifying him about the foreigner's

presence, the officer welcomed Jose.
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He offered the chair to the guest, and, with a gentle voice, a confident tone, and

proper English, he said:

"Please, have a seat..."

Jose replied:

"Thank you, officer"

The officer introduced himself:

"My real name is Arneen, and my military nickname is Abü Rajã'."

"What do you mean by military nickname?"

"It is the military name fighters and officers gain upon joining the party."

After having sensed a feeling of security through the conversation, Jose smiled, and

said:

"We used to hear a lot of these nicknames, such as AbücAmmar ... Abü al-Hasan...

Abu—, during your war against the Palestinians."

The young officer replied:

"God damned all those names, sir..."

"My name is Jose Masud."

"Jose Masud.. .It seems you are of Lebanese origin."

"Yes, my grandfather migrated to Mexico almost a century ago."
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"And what is the purpose of your coming here?"

Jose started telling his story to the officer and explaining the purpose of his visit to

Lebanon. He, however, did not enjoy the conversation as much as he did when he was

chatting with Naji, the hotel receptionist. The road trip exhausted him, contradicting

trivialities took their toll on his mind, and the fear that his trip would turn into a

failure worried him. But the young man, sitting before him, infused calm in his spirit

again. Jose found the young officer to be an educated man who drew him into a

discussion over the injustice of fate, which trapped him as well as many other helpless

young men in the vicious circle of war.

Analysis over political and security-related situation he heard was not much different

from Shaheen's, the taxi driver. The officer, however, finished his words saying in

clear terms:

"The region you plan on visiting, Mr. Jose, is truly dangerous. As for us, we do not

doubt your true intentions; our men will keep an eye on you. But the roads you are

going to take are strewn with landmines. You shouldn't have embarked on this

adventure."

"It is my grandfather's will and I have to fulfill it."

"I do respect your feelings, Mr. Jose, and I do understand you well. I also understand

the feeling of nostalgia of those migrants. In my town Marj Ayoun 28, not one family

hasn't suffered the migration of, at least, one of its offspring. All these migrants share

this feeling of nostalgia towards Lebanon and its land. Most of the youth volunteering

in the party, here, give their blood for this consuming feeling of patriotism. Their life

is

28 Marj9\youn is a Lebanese town in the Nabatieh Governorate in South Lebanon, http://en.wikipedia.org ,

retrieved on March 9, 2014
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in constant danger, and their sole aim is to return to their homes."

"Now, what shall I do?"

"You can spend this day in the town of Jezeen. I'll guide you to a hotel in town where

you spend the night; in the morning, you set off, after 8:00 a.m., with one of my men,

who will drive you to Al-Aishiyeh town."

"Why can't I go today?"

"Because the armored military vehicle, which will take you, is not here; we sent it on

a security mission to another region.

"Do I need that?"

"For your safety... Remember that you are Mexican, and we don't want any

misunderstanding to happen between us and any foreign embassy."

"I'm here despite the embassy's warnings not to come here."

"It's not a matter of concern to us... It's a matter of concern to you with them.. .the

most important thing is that you won't face any danger while you are under our

protection."

"No problem; it might be an occasion for me to discover the town and the people

here."

"Here, in Jezeen, you can see the waterfall, find its famous handicrafts, and buy

anything you need. Tomorrow, Abü Au, my own bodyguard, will accompany you to

the southern checkpoint
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of the region located in Kfarhouna town; from there, we will send you, in an armored

car, to any place you want."

The military officer ended his conversation with Jose by wishing him all the best. He

also called the hotel to confirm him the room booking.

In the modest hotel room, Jose laid down his exhausted body on the bed, and fell in a

deep sleep. He did not bother looking at the brochure, whose cover illustrates the

Jezeen Waterfall picture. This brochure tells about this quiet, rural town, its history,

and its famous traditional crafts. The reputation of these crafts reached the wealthy

Lebanese houses abroad. Jose had received of these a small gift; it was a paper clip

he placed on his office desk at the university. The unpleasant incidents Jose went

through all day long exhausted him; facts mixed with fiction, just as, in his heart,

anxiety, confusion, and remorse mixed with joy, happiness, and surprise.
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CHAPTER III

Pilgrims journey to the Holy Land with the passion of devotees and lovers, and the

faith of hermits and mystics. Hiding in the armored car stocked with weapons, Jose

felt as if he were one of those warriors, who, hundreds of years ago, came in massive

armed troops from the West, and conquered the East, Jerusalem - the Holy Land - to

save Christendom. His "Jerusalem", however, was nothing but ruins devoured by

oblivion, and, he, now, is coming from behind the oceans to awaken its obstinate

silence.

He could not enjoy watching the Nature, which took away the souls of his forefathers,

in this stretch of land extending until Mount Hermon; he rather felt suffocating for

lack of fresh air in the armored vehicle.

Suddenly the noise coming from the bustling wheels stopped, and Abü Ali said:

"You are now in the town square of AI-Aishiyeh, Mr. Jose, so you are safe from the

dangers of the road and landmines. I will introduce you to the town mayor, who will

help you."

"Thank you, Abü Ali. I will handle the situation myself"
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"If you need any help, we'll be at your service... The mayor usually calls us when

necessary."

The mayor, unable to hide his surprise of what Jose was saying, welcomed the

foreign guest. He probed his memory, but failed to recall any of the names Jose had

mentioned. He was not aware of the existence of any old house, not even a ruin,

which a family, known by Masood, could have owned before migrating from the

village.

Jose confirmed to the mayor that his grandfather often mentioned the name of Al-

Aishiyeh village; he, then, pulled out of his wallet a wretched piece of paper on which

were written Arabic scripts obliterated by time, and said:

"This paper, which that migrant carried in his clothes, was dampened by seawater

the day he left this country."

He, then, carried on saying with a quiet and compelling tone:

"My grandfather placed his will in a metal box, underneath the picture of the Virgin

Mary. He often lighted up a honeycomb candle, on Sundays and holidays, and prayed

before this picture... And on his deathbed, he stared at the picture and the box, and

uttered intermittently: "Don't forget my son... my will lies in this box..."

The mayor held the yellow paper and started deciphering some words; he could read

only one word that was still clear. "Al-Aishiyeh village..."
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The mayor said:

"It seems that this piece of paper proves what you said , Mr. Jose, but I don't know

any place here, which belonged to the Masood family. There is no one piece of land in

this town, which was the property of a family who migrated to Mexico. I haven't even

heard about a cemetery attributed to that family."

Upset, Jose shook his head confusingly, and said:

"Forget it.. .no worries, mayor. I'll find a way by myself to reach my objective.

The mayor's face reflected signs of relief; he, then, said:

"Wait, Mr. Jose; I can maybe help you. At a short distance from our town, lives an

old shepherd with his wife; he knows the entire region. He might guide you to find

any trace of that family."

"What's the name of that shepherd?"

"Lattoof.. ."

As a light beam, this word struck a chord with Jose; it also pierced his heart and

stirred his memories, so he shouted:

"Lattoof... Lattoof ... 1 heard my grandfather saying this word. I often heard my

grandfather mentioning this name. Lattoof might be the key to the solution; he might

help me gain my end. Lattoof is the one to guide me to Masood's ruin."

The mayor said:

"Lattoof's hut is located at the east southern entrance of the town."
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"Thank you mayor. . .1 will visit that shepherd by myself."

"I'll send a boy with you to guide you through the safest path to reach his hut. But

be careful; don't walk on either side of the road because the Resistance forces strew

these with landmines."

Jose said:

"I've heard this warning quite often. I'll try to avoid that danger as much as

possible."

The mayor said:

"I'll be at your service, Mr. Jose, any time you need help.. .1 wish you visit me any

time you want... Have a safe trip."

Jose bid goodbye to the mayor, and walked along with the boy towards the east

southern highland of Al-Aishiyeh village. Endless dead-end spiral turns abound in this

highland amidst a thick grove of oak trees, wild berry shrubs and other bushes. The

escort comprised a fourteen-year old boy and a foreign tourist carrying on his back a

heavy luggage full of clothes and a pack of white papers, and over his shoulder, a

sophisticated camera, a bag loaded with bread, canned food, a bottle of water, and

bars of chocolate; this tourist carried also in his heart a feeling of disturbance he had

never felt before.

Here is the "Holy Land" where Jose has set foot, and "the temple" will be soon

discovered.
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Jose drew the boy to talk, so that he could set his mind at ease; the boy, however,

felt some confusion and shortness of breath. The sun, which was very strong,

worsened the situation, and set Jose on fire.

Jose regained consciousness when he heard the boy saying:

"Look, sir.. . Look at this black heap of stones at the bottom of the slope. This is the

hut of the shepherd Lattoof. You can reach it if you take this dirt road."

The boy bid farewell to the foreign visitor and returned to Al-Aishiyeh village.

When he made the first step towards the slope .. Jose swayed between the desire of

searching for a vanished ruin and the fear of being deceived in this fatal adventure in

the middle of nowhere.

Jose's left foot tripped under the load on his back and shoulders, and his entire body

faltered under the overwhelming burden of hesitation. He slipped, and landed on his

bottom; he, then, shook the dust, which was sneaking into his nose and lungs, off his

clothes. While on the ground, he felt as if magical threads crept from under the rocks,

like fingertips ofjinn, seeking to connect his limbs to the deep roots beneath the soil.

Jose's trip resembles the Way to Calvary; this Way witnessed the suffering of the Son

of Man, who sustained horrible flogging, was crowned with thorns,
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and crucified on the cross for the redemption of mankind. The Way to Calvary, in

Jose's case, differs from the one of the Savior. This way heads downhill for a new

baptism, the baptism of the soul, in a bid for this foreigner's salvation.

Jose was dragging himself along to the spot where the boy • ushered him. He might

crawl for a long time on the sinuous path, and on the spike stones; his body was torn

by the shattered stones flying from under his feet, and by the thorny bushes,

obstructing his path.

He cried out loud:

"What's the matter, man? What's this hesitation and murdering anxiety? What's

wron g with you, Jose?"

He heard his voice echoing along the slope and resounding the rhythms of a

vanished time— These.These were the voices of farewell, which had been echoing, here, by

the rocks, the trees, and the soil for decades.

Goodbye, mother. Goodbye, father. Goodbye, beloved homeland.. . Goodbye...

Goodbye, my sweetheart.. . Please, my love. . . Please, Yusuf ... Keep me always in

your mind.. .Apple of my eye.. .Don't forget your mother.. .Yusuf. . .Yusuf...
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Goodbye, my son... May God grant you success, Yusuf. .. Be strong, and return to

us a great man. . . carrying America's treasures...

Goodbye, light of my life... You are a fragrant breeze of thyme, genista, and

hyssop. . . You are a song resounding through the spacious land:

0 lord of my heart! How unbearable is not to see thee!

How unjust were you, 0 sea!

You stole away my love,

Left me alone shedding tears

And denied me the joy of laugh

Warm tears flowed down Jose's cheek, and filled his heart with life in this beloved

homeland. He walked at a steady pace defying his alienation and estrangement. He

started descending the sinuous path fleeing his nightmares; he, then, started singing

the song the cameleer sang to urge forward the camels. He always heard his

grandfather singing this song at joyful occasions, when family gathered for meals, and

on holidays:

Oh Lebanon! The gathering place of nostalgia

We left your land with tears filling our eyes

In the name ofyour soil

To your land tomorrow, we will return

The echoes went very far, intertwined, and resounded several times before fading in

the air.
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The dog watching the hut started barking when the stranger approached warning the

two elderly living there. The stranger might be a hunter going to the brooks and

woods where hides a herd of boars. He either, might be a woodcutter, a shepherd, or

one of the armed men, who checks on these elderly, day after another, and brings

them bread and food...

The old woman calmed the barking dog; she did not, however, expect a young

strange man, carrying a luggage on his back, to approach and greet her respectfully.

"Good morning, grandma..."

"Good morning. Who are you, son?"

"My name is Jose..."

"Jose?! Are you Jewish? ... ..

"No, grandma. I'm not."

Being at ease at this fun start, Jose smiled trying to estimate what she expected.

Strangers, as the driver told him and according to the people he met, are the Jews who

roam freely in this area. which falls under their influence and control.

Jose asked the woman whose back is weighed down by age, and skin wizened like

old squash:

"Won't you invite me to sit and relax?"
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"Have a seat! Sit here, on the ledge, in the shade of the mulberry tree.. .The sun is

strong today, and the temperature is high. Sit down; sit down. I'll get you the water

pitcher."

Jose sat on the ledge, in the shade, next to the basil pot29 ; he rubbed his hand over

the plant, so its scent spread all around, and lightened his spirit. He smiled, and said:

"It seems you have a very good spirit grandma... What's your name?"

"My name is Zarifeh ... " (Beautiful with good manners)

"Zarijèh!.. Zarfh!.. It shows that you are nice from the way you welcomed me!"

When the woman smiled, her lips framed white teeth which hadn't been damaged

by age yet. She, then, said to herself:

"It seems you are a bastard..."

Jose did not understand what the old woman meant, but he thought that this was an

expression for endearment and greeting.

While the woman was walking towards him to offer him the Rishãni3° clay

pitcher, he asked her:

"Are you the wife of the shepherd Lattoof, grandma?"

"Yes, I am.. .Who guided you to us?"

Jose answered:

"I come from abroad.. .1 am Mexican..."

29 Basil was grown in a pot near the door so that visitors could rub their hands over it before coming into the
house, ensuring that however sweaty the day, guests could always arrive sweetly-scented, Warren S. B. (August
2013). Bet You Didn't Know This About Beirut! (2 ed.) (p. 27). Verdun, Beirut, Lebanon: Turning Point
Books.
30 Rishãni refers to Rashayya el-Fakhãr, a Lebanese village located in South Lebanon, famous for its pottery
works, http://en.wikipedia.org & www.unfil-unmissions.org , retrieved on January 19, 2014.
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Chapter I-The Application of Translation Theories

Translation: Definition and Methodology

"Translation is an art" (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995, p.6); therefore, the process of

translation invokes the choice of the translator. The latter might opt for a term or an

expression, which takes precedence over many others a different translator may choose. It is

to be noted that the prevailing translation in this text is a suggestion among several other

possible ones. My translation, however, is based on research using print and online

monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, books, and articles. It is also based on readings which

are related to the novel, and on consulting experts in the field of translation as well as

American native speakers. This part of the paper, the analysis part, comprises mainly two

subparts. The first discusses several theories - Vinay & Darbelnet, Nida, and Newmark—

particularly, the methods related to cultural translation in order to prove the loyalty of the

translator knowing that the source text (ST) carries a cultural message, and that both

Lebanese and American cultures present various peculiarities. The second subpart of the

analysis sheds light on the difficulties the translator encountered during the translation

process. These difficulties include the apparent ease t i1i , the transliteration of Arabic

proper nouns into English, the translation of Lebanese folkloric songs (Danica Sleskovitch

and Marianne Lederer's interpretive model of translation) and Spoken Lebanese, and the

layout style of the target text (TT) based on the features of the target language (TL).

Vinay and Darbelnet's Theory

First, how did Vinay and Darbelnet establish their theory? Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean

Darbelnet, two Paris-born Canadian residents, during their trip on the New York-Montreal

highway, realized that the road signs told them what countryside they were passing through.
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They also noticed that these road signs were very clear in both cities, New York and

Montreal, yet they were written quite differently. According to them, this difference in the

writing of the signs is called stylistics (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995):' By comparing the two

languages, French and English, through road signs, they founded a translation theory, which

in its turn, did not only contributed to the foundation of the Canadian School of Translation

(Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet, 2013), but also to the foundation of translation theories

which remain valid until today. Vinay and Darbelnet's seven methods of translation are

divided into direct and indirect or oblique translation; direct translation methods include

borrowing, calque, and literal translation, whereas indirect translation covers transposition,

modulation, equivalence, and adaptation (Munday, 2008).

Direct methods.

Borrowing.

Borrowing occurs when a source language (SL) word is transferred as it is into the

target language (TL) (Munday, 2008); the borrowed word doesn't stand by itself, but carries a

whole culture (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995). The borrowing method of translation intersects

with lexicology, which means the study of a word, and its semantic, morphological, and

phonological behavior (An introduction to lexicography, n.d.). Several words existed in the

ST of Khirbet Masood as borrowed words such as khakaranda L34 and Murex Sjp;

these words were also rendered into English as borrowed words Jacaranda and Murex. Other

words existed in the ST as Arabic words such as küjiyya	 and shirwãl Jjj; these were

translated in the TT as borrowed words keeping their Arabic origin; küjiyya became

kafjiyeh (found in the English glossary) in the TT and shirwãl JL y became sirwal. Wazzãl

JL, and zamzaiiq Jji. i were translated into genista and Judas tree; these Arabic words

became in the IT borrowed words of different origins. I am going to discuss the different

forms and characteristics of each borrowed word —phonetically and morphologically—,
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define its meaning, and highlight its origin referring to monolingual and bilingual

dictionaries.

The word khakaranda isjacaranda in English; Jacaranda is a borrowed word; which

came into English from Portuguese. It means "a tropical American tree that has blue trumpet-

shaped flowers, fernlike leaves, and fragrant timber" (Jacaranda, 2001, p. 904). Phonetically,

the pronunciation of this word has been altered from khakaranda in Portuguese into

/lakarondal (Jacaranda, 2001) in English.

The borrowed word inurex in Arabic was translated into murex in English. Murex is

"any of various marine gastropods of the genus Murex common in tropical seas and having

rough spiny shells, especially M trunculus, the source of Tyrian purple" ("Murex", 2014).

This word has its origin in New Latin MUrex, which, in its turn, is rooted in Latin mürex and

means a purple fish ("Murex", 2014). Phonetically, this word went through various

alterations in its pronunciation; in Arabic, it is pronounced /moorëks/, whereas in English, it

is pronounced /myooreks/ ("Murex", 2014), differently than in French. which pronounces it

/rnyreks/ (Murex, 2010. p. 1658). From a morphological point of view, the word murex has

adapted to the English language rule of the plural; it has its plural either murices in Latin, or

murexes ("Murex", 2014) in English by adding the suffix —es to the singular form of the

nouns ending with letter "x" (Katamba, 2006).

The word kaffiyeh means "a Bedouin Arab's kerchief worn as a headdress" (Kaffiyeh, 2001,

p.924). This word has its origin in the early 19 th century and comes from Arabic keffiyya,

küJlyya (Kaffiyeh, 2001). The English language borrowed this word and its denotation; in

other words, it has adopted the word and the entire culture that accompanies it without any

modifications in the form or meaning. Kaffiyeh went through phonetic and morphological

modifications. Phonetically, its pronunciation has changed from kefjIyya and kufiyya in

Arabic (Kaffiyeh, 2001) into Kqffiyeh in American English and Keffiyeh in British and
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Canadian English ("Keffiyeh". 2013). Morphologically. kaffiyeh adapted to the system of the

IL concerning its plural form and became kaf/Iyehs ("Keffiyeh", 2013) with the inflectional

suffix {s- plural} (Katamba, 2006) instead of kaffiyãt, knowing that kujIyya	 in Arabic is

in the feminine form	 i-') and has its plural in the regular feminine plural	 c3.A

kfifiyy5t/ ,:L4i_qS by adding the inflection t U i1i" - (Al- Dandah, 2008, p.58) to its singular

form kufiyya

The word sirwal comes from the Arabic word serwãl JL and Turkish yalvar. It is a "form

of Arabic baggy trousers worn in the Arabian Peninsula and other primarily Muslim

countries. It is also worn in the Greek countryside and other places in the Balkans. The word

has a Persian origin shalwãr" ("Sirwal", 2013). This borrowed word carries its denotation as

well as the Arabic culture into the English language; it has not faced any alterations in the

meaning. However, phonetically, it has changed from shirwal /.s'V "JI" (Eid, 2008, p.13)

into sirwal Is!. It is to be noted that this word has been proven borrowed by a native speaker

editor, whom I consulted; however. I could not find any credible source, other than

Wikipedia, to prove its existence as a borrowed word into the English language. All the

online dictionaries have taken Wikipedia as reference. Moreover, from a semiotic point of

view, the whole act of the sentence " kj (...) Jjy3 ^Lh1/ "Jose grabbed his

sirwal, (...), and wrapped it in the grid of his hands" is the symbol of adherence to customs

and traditions; it has been rendered carrying the same semiotic message in the TT.

Genista is the translation of the Arabic word al-wazzãl Ji3j3 ("Wazzãl", 2014). It is the Latin

noun of the broom plant, which is "any of several yellow-flowered leguminous heathland

shrubs belonging to or formerly included in the genus Genista" (Genista, 2002, p. 1084).

ZainzarTq 3ji. j has its translation as Judas tree.The English language has literally translated

the Latin arbor Judae into Judas tree. The name comes from the belief that Judas Iscariot

hanged himself from a tree of this kind ("Judas tree", 1894). The phonetic change, in this
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case, appears in the word Judae lad in Latin, which has become Judas /as/ in English.

Morphologically, the word arbor has its equivalent tree in English. The word tree consists of

one free morpheme, which stands on its own; an absence of affixation is noticed (Katamba,

2006)

Calque.

The second method of translation in Vinay and Darbelnet's theory —indirect method—

is calque. It is a "special kind of borrowing" (Munday, 2008. p. 56). This method is similar to

borrowing, where expressions are borrowed from another language and translated literally,

element by element (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995). Calque and borrowing sometimes involve

some semantic changes, which turns the same word in the SL and in the TL into false friends

also called false cognates (Munday, 2008). Here is the case of the word friz } in Spoken

Lebanese, which means "U i. 4.i 3i lJ" (Frayha, 1995, p.

127). The word frieze does exist in the TL as a borrowed word, but it presents a different

meaning; it has its origin in Medieval Latin frisia it, then. came into French as rise, then into

English frieze, which means "a broad horizontal band of sculpted or painted decoration"

(Frieze, 2001 , p. 679). Therefore, frieze and friz i j are false friends since they present a

semantic alteration. j in Non-Classical Arabic or Spoken Lebanese —u) in Classical

Arabic - has several translations in English such as "frieze", "edge", "curb", "sidewalk",

"platform", and "molding" (ifriz, 1994, p.24). However, after having consulted The New

Oxford American Dictionary (monolingual dictionary), I found out that none of these words

was suitable. Therefore, I opted for "ledge" because it means al-hafa	 in the ST— after

having referred to an American native speaker and an expert in translation.
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Literal translation.

Third, literal translation is also an indirect method of translation in Vinay &

Darbelnet's theory. It is the word by word" translation (Muday. 2008, p. 57). Literal

translation is more used in the translation of legal textsu.il , yet it is less used with

exposition (Hatim, 1997) and not used at all for the translation of literary texts,

especially poetry; the translation of poetry involves the creation of a new text in the TL

(Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995). Literal translation is unsuitable in the following cases: when it

"has no meaning, when it gives a different meaning, when it is impossible for structural

reasons, and when it does not have a corresponding expression within the metalinguistic

experience of the TL" (Munday, 2008, p.57). This method has hardly ever been used in the

translation of Khirbet Masood because Khirbet Masood is a novel, and novels come under the

genre of exposition	 ; in addition, literal translation, as mentioned previously, is less used

with exposition (Hatim, 1997).

Indirect methods.

Transposition.

Concerning Vinay & Darbelnet's indirect methods of translation, transposition

involves a grammatical change of the words— the "change of one part of speech for another"

(Munday, 2008, p.57) - without any change in the meaning (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995). The

aim of this paper is the study of cultural translation; however, transposition has nothing to do

with culture; since it is more concerned with syntax— grammatical and structural

alterations—, it has been briefly discussed in this study.

Modulation.

Modulation is a variation of the form of the message in the TL (Vinay & Darbelnet,

1995), which operates with a change of semantics and of the point of view of the SL
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(Munday. 2008). Munday states that. according to Vinay and Darbelnet, modulation is "the

touchstone of a good translator" (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995. as cited in Munday, 2008, P. 58).

Modulation presents different types such as: abstract vs. concrete, cause and effect, a part of

the whole, a part for another, changing the point of view, negation, means and result, space

for time, and change of symbol (including fixed and new metaphors). Here are various

examples of modulation in Khirbet Masood. "iJJA jl was rendered "to gain

the love of the employees " ; "c jl" vs. "love", it is a change of symbol modulation including a

metaphor. First, let me define "metaphor". A metaphor is "a figure of speech in which a word

or a phrase is used in a non-basic sense suggesting a likeness or analogy with another more

basic sense of the same word or phrase" (Dickins, Hervey, & Higgins, 2002, p.147). The

modulation above is the type of situation vs. the real thing metaphor ("Metaphor Examples",

2014). In this case, the situation of "earning the love of the employees" in the TI is compared

to a real situation "cj1i1tLA Jj-" in the ST. "I	 t" has been rendered

"invented the alphabet"; it is a cause/effect modulation: if somebody invents, it means

vs. "whose name was engraved with stories of love"; it is a change

of the point of view modulation including a metaphor which involves virtually different

vehicles in both the SI—"-fl LU - and the II—"the name was engraved". 	 '-" vs.

"death" is a means and result modulation; the means 	 _L" leads to the result "death".

vs. "the rage of death";	 241" means	 rJ ; '" has been

translated "rage"; it is a real vs. concrete modulation; " 	 j-3" is real and "rage" is

concrete.	 has become "deafening"; it is a cause/effect modulation; if it is ''-----" , it

causes deafness. '- JAi	 vs. "a full moon"; it is a change in the point of view

modulation including a metaphor. The ST metaphor 	 JI" has been translated into a

non-metaphorical TI term "full". '3 i	 vs. "well rooted in time"; it is a change of

the point of view modulation carrying a metaphor. The TT uses a different metaphor from the
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ST; however, both the ST 	 i	 and the TT "well rooted in time" metaphors reflect

the same message "distant". "ij. Jj j.c. LJ1' vs. "memories embedded in the

age of an old man" is also a metaphor; this form of metaphor involves virtually the same

vehicle in both the ST and the TI. "U+ i bUc LL' vs. "his eyes kept beseeching" is a

cause/effect modulation including a metaphor. If you beseech, you borrow j i . The TT

vehicle 'üL," of this metaphor here is slightly different than the ST "beseeching". -j"

vs. "his forehead reveals" is a concrete "j 1 ' vs. abstract "reveals" modulation

with a metaphor. The metaphor in this example involves a different form of the vehicle

between the ST "j" and the TI "reveals". JAB	 i" vs. "give in to the sea waves"

is a change in the point of view modulation. 	 }iP' vs. "estrangement" is a change in the

point of view modulation carrying a metaphor in the IT; the ST term "-}-" has been

translated by a metaphorical TI term "estrangement". 	 i' has become "exhausted

him"; it is part of the whole modulation; 	 is part of the whole "him". '3JJ	 vs.

"words flowing" is a metaphor, which involves virtually the same vehicle in the IT as in the

ST. "ji	 --	 vs. "over which the old man kept tight lips" is a negation modulation;

it consists of giving the opposite meaning of the ST; 	 J' is opposite to "keep

tight lips over something". "3l 	 vs. "a relief for his soul" is a cause/effect

modulation;	 ø	 Ü	 ; it has the effect of "relief' meaning a

feeling of reassurance and relaxation. 	 .l) J" vs. "draw to an end" is an abstract vs.

concrete modulation including a metaphor in the ST and an idiom in the target text; !1L!

concrete, and "to draw to an end" meaning "to end" is abstract. This metaphor in the ST has

been rendered in a non-metaphorical term in the TI. ' 5L.	 '-- u .'" vs. "breeze seeks

shelter"; it is a cause/effect modulation; if you seek a shelter, you find a refuge to live. 	 -"

vs. "celebrated for"; it is an abstract vs. concrete modulation; 'y.". " is

concrete, and "celebrated" is abstract. This example can also be a cause/effect modulation; if
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it's a its effect is "fame". We can also find a metaphor in the ST in this

example of modulation which connotes that the village is famous for grazing pastures; this

metaphor involves a different vehicle— "celebrated for"— in the TI. "' vs. "he could not

take any more" is a negation modulation; it gives the opposite meaning "could not take any

more" of the ST "''. "k L vs. "his new world was on the move"; it is an

abstract vs. concrete modulation carrying a metaphor in both the ST and the IT. 'k . " is

concrete vs. "on the move", which is abstract. Yet, both the concrete and the abstract have a

metaphor embedded in them; in this metaphor, the real situation of "4	 i' has been

translated into a metaphorical idiom "on the move"; they both connote that Yusufs life is

moving towards a new beginning in the new world, Mexico. " 	 j-'vs. "his life sailed";

and "life" are part of the whole modulation since "" is part of the whole "life".

"M	 3" vs. "the sea was traded for". it is a change of the point of view modulation;

?	 Jp' means "J.Li' which has been translated as "was traded for". 	 j

vs. "battle" is a cause/effect modulation; the effect of a battle is t!? 	 L5i"

vs. "ka!jiyeh" is a part of the whole modulation; 	 is part of the

whole "kaffiyeh". '13	 J" vs. "blown up to the wind" is a change in the point of view

modulation with a metaphor in the ST; the wind does not play with a toy; the virtual

metaphorical expression 	 Jj' in the ST has been rendered in a non-metaphorical

way in the "blown up to the wind" in the TT.'}J1	'c-" vs. "phone

calls increased in the room" is a part of the whole modulation; "}- u'5' is part of the

whole "the room".	 vs. "the restaurant was overcrowded" is a part of the

whole modulation; "jUi" are part of the whole "restaurant". 'Ll:Il vs. "early

migrants" is a space for time modulation; 'Jj" is space vs. time "early". "L5iU$1 RJ3i" vs.

"Lebanese cuisine" is an abstract vs. concrete modulation; " ?U-1-3i" is concrete and "cuisine" is

abstract. "JAxi" vs. "workload" is part of the whole modulation; workload is part of
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vs. "probe its depths": it is a change of the point of view modulation carrying a

metaphor; the metaphor in the ST has been rendered in a metaphorical way in the IT; they

both cdnnote the difficulties Jose is facing in Lebanon, and the immensity of the task he

engaged in to gain his end. "	 44.21	 vs. 'scene of daily armed conflicts" is a part of

the whole modulation; "scene" is part of the whole "j-" . 	 uj	 jj" vs. "buries

landmines in that area" is a change in the point of view modulation with a metaphor in both

the ST "j5' and the TT 'buries".'j- vs. "they won't complicate things for

you" and J.LJ j" vs. "the Mexican Embassy might not grant

you the authorization" are both examples of a negation modulation; the ST is the opposite of

the TT." 2J iL )" vs. "recallin g his childhood nights" is an abstract vs. concrete

modulation; is the concrete and the abstract is "recall". i j" vs.

'engraved in his mind" is a change in the point of view modulation with a metaphor in the ST

and in the TT; 'jj" and "engraved" both connote that the grandfather had filled Jose's mind

with the pictures of the beautiful landscapes in Lebanon, and that Jose would never forget

these pictures. 	 u	 vs. 'selling their goods" is a cause effect modulation; the

reason of displaying	 the goods is to "sell" them. In the expression

vs. "heaven takes shape", two types of modulation are noticed with a metaphor embedded in

both the ST and the TT. The first type is abstract vs. concrete modulation; "i1 jj-" is the

concrete and "heaven" is the abstract. The second type is a change in the point of view

modulation with a metaphor in both the ST and the TT; "takes shape" which means

("Takes shape", 2014) is a different form of 	 to render the same message - the natural

landscapes in Lebanon are similar to heaven. 	 LJ" vs. "burst out laughing" is a

change in the point of view modulation.	 Y	 .I" vs. "he could only utter

few letters" is a negation modulation. 'iu.3	vs. "alongside the shoulders of the

road" is a change in the point of view modulation; the non-metaphorical ST	 -^" has
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been translated into a metaphorical IT expression "shoulders of the road" which means both

sides of the road. vs. "the houses unfolded before his eyes" is a change of the

point of view modulatkcn; the ST and the metaphor in the IT carry the same message, the

houses appear in front of his eyes and grab his attention. "Lcy-'	 vs. "the only

truth they know" is a negation modulation; the ST is in the negative form, whereas the TT is

in the affirmative form."&	 -" vs. 'futilities" is a change in the point of view

modulation; the ST and the IT reflect the same meaning, which is the truth that makes them

busy; it has no meaning. 'L3	 vs. 'thirty-minute distance" is a space for time

modulation;	 refers to space and "thirty-minute" refers to time.

vs. "the government has no control" is a negation modulation; the TT has the opposite

meaning of the ST. ' '-1 j.1	 JLJ .'-" vs. made the trip enjoyable" is a cause/effect

modulation; the result of driving boredom away of the trip makes it enjoyable. 44 	 ."

" j 	 vs. "their ancestors hailed from other regions" is a cause/effect modulation;

the effect of hailing from a region is coming from that region. 	 j" vs. "passenger-

companion" is a cause/effect modulation; if he is a "passenger-companion", he is a

companion. "kj.A	 vs. "became nervous" is a change in the point of view

modulation with a metaphor in the ST; the situation of "becoming nervous" in the IT is

compared to a real situation 	 in the ST. oj .1	 ic øj.l-

vs. "was soon awaiting him" is a space for time modulation; 	 is the space and

"soon" is the time. 	 and " j.i j t" has been rendered differently

depending on the context in the ST; in both cases they involve a change in the point of view

modulation: "4j- jLJ4 ir " vs. "you are on your own,	 vs. "I'll manage by

myself".

	

	 vs. "guide you" is a cause/effect modulation;	 4,-1.-

he accompanies him to guide him to the officer in charge. !T1L.Gjf vs. "comrade" is a

cause/effect modulation; if he is his "cj" in the party, he, then, is his "comrade". j3
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vs. "he saw red" is a change in the point of view modulation; when the color of the face

changes, it expresses different feelings: cold, anger, fear, etc... but in the context of the ST,

it is anger; the feeling of anger has been rendered in the idiomatic expression "saw red" in the

TT. ' ±'j 	vs. "keeping his lips sealed" is a change in the point of view modulation;

"L here goes beyond "did not talk"; it means "he did not gossip with the armed man on

their way to the officer in charge; the idiom "keeping his lips sealed" perfectly transmits this

message. The ST metaphor 14iiJj1t has been translated with the use of an idiom "took their

toll on his mind" to render the message that trivialities had a bad effect on him; it is a

modulation with a change in the point of view. 'jL ) vs. "draw him into a

discussion" is a change in the point of view modulation involving a metaphor in the ST and

an idiom in the TT; the metaphor and the figurative meaning of the idiom reflect the same

message which is "involving someone in something" ("Draw into", 2014). 'fl	 jjj' vs.

"strewn with landmines" involve a cause/effect modulation; if the land is

landrnines are, therefore, spread here and there - "strewn'. 	 T' vs. remember" is a

negation modulation; the ST 	 T' is the opposite of the TI "remember"."4.J. 

vs. "in the hotel room" is a part of the whole modulation; "the hotel room" is part of the

whole "hotel". 'W jj i)' vs. "suffocating" is a cause/effect modulation with a metaphor in

the ST; "4ti JUi ' connotes "shortness of breath", which has the effect of "suffocating".

?!JiJ vs. "failed to recall" is a negation modulation; the ST is negative vs. the IT affirmative.

vs. "scripts" is a change in the point of view modulation; a "word" is the smallest unit

of language either spoken or written, whereas a "script" is a style of writing. !IL i

is equal to "ij. -	 -j" vs. "my will lies in this box"; it is a change

in the point of view modulation vs. "lies" with a metaphor in the TI; the will does

not lie in real situation; "lies" connote "exists and is in a state of stagnation until Jose comes

and takes action by making this will come true". 1jS1 L*li " vs. "stirred his memories" is a
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change in the point of view modulation carrying a metaphor in both the ST and the TT; the

real situation "" vs. "stir" renders figuratively the same meaning "aroused his memory

and his feelings". "i 1 J	 " vs. "mentioning" is an abstractvs. concrete modulation; "J" is

concrete, and "mention" is abstract. "J_*:?, 	 3L2.I	 vs. "in the middle of nowhere" is a

change in the point of view modulation; "Jj3I	 and "the middle of nowhere" render

the meaning of "a place which is very far from where most people live". "L 1 4.1j" vs.

"dragging himself' is change in the point of view modulation where the literal meaning of the

IT —"to move slowly and with effort"— render the figurative meaning of the ST.

"vs. "filled his heart with life" is a part of the whole modulation; if

meaning "L" /"revived him", it "has revived his heart", then; it is part of the whole "him".

C4.p." vs. "wizened" is a cause/effect modulation; if it is "wizened"/"W", its skin,

then, becomes dry."j" vs. "spirit" is an abstract "spirit" vs. concrete "j" modulation.

"1U	 vs. "what's your name?" is a change in the point of view modulation; the same

meaning has been rendered using different vehicles. "}-._)L&-3 J-. " vs. "hadn't been

damaged by age" is a cause effect modulation with a metaphor in the ST; "j" are the

honeycomb holes ("Nakhãrib", 2014); the ST metaphor has been rendered in a non-

metaphorical vehicle in the TT to render the same meaning "decay hadn't destroyed her

teeth"

Equivalence.

Equivalence refers to rendering one and the same situation in a SL into a TL using

totally different stylistic and structural methods (Munday, 2008). This method produces

equivalent texts in the meaning; it is pragmatic/semantic oriented. What is more, this method

is more concerned with the translation of idioms, proverbs, clichés, nominal or adjectival

phrases, and onomatopoeia (vocal imitation of a sound) (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995). We can

find various examples of equivalence in the IT of this paper.
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" j -e! has its equivalence an idiom in English "struck a chord", which means "to cause

someone to remember something" ("Strike a chord", 2014). It is to be noted that this example

is also a modulation since there is a change in the point of view between the ST and the TT;

equivalence, as mentioned previously, involves the translation of an idiomatic expression

from the SL into the TL; the sentence in the ST here is not an idiomatic expression, whereas

in the TT, it has been rendered as an idiom. It is a change in the viewpoint because

' j and "strike a chord" meaning "to be familiar" operate a change in the form of the

message, in other words, a semantic change, or else a change in the point of view. The cliché

"4	 k-i3 cijj	" has been translated as "to secure bread on the table", which is an idiom

meaning —according to a native speaker— "to earn his living". The expression	 M

has become in the TT "drawing to an end", which means "to end" ("Draw", 2014). "1

has been translated " the break of dawn"; it means "the earliest light of the day"("At the crack

of dawn", 2014). "J1 i i j " has its equivalence "flashed into his mind", which means

"to enter one's mind for an instant" ("Flash into mind", 2014). "ci ) has had

its equivalence "vanished like smoke in the air"; in this case, equivalence produced

equivalent texts in the meaning using intertextuality in the TT; the TT "vanished like smoke"

stands in relation with the bible "they will vanish like smoke vanishes" (Psalm 68:2).

vs. the adjectival phrase "filled with awe" meaning "to have an overwhelming sense of fear,

wonder, and amazement" (Troxel, 2012).The expression"j I 3' has had its

equivalence the idiom "on his deathbed"; the TT is equivalent to the ST by rendering the

same meaning "when Jose's grandfather was about to die". "uj. " has its equivalence in the

TT "on guard duty" ("Guard duty", 2014). "" has had its equivalence the onomatopoeia

("Uff. n.d.) "uff', which expresses disgust or dislike of something ("Uff, 2014). Some short

expressions and phrases in the ST have fixed equivalence forms in the TT; here are examples

of some of these expressions, which are commonly used and found in books for teaching the
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basics of the SL and the TL. "J J-	 i -iij J'- ' vs. "I am at my best" meaning "I am at

my most satisfactory conditions" ("At best" 2014). '1	 vs. "You're most welcome".

vs. "what do you do for a living?" meaning "what's your occupation?"; this

example can also be considered a modulation since it involves a change in the point of view;

instead of making a literal translation and rendering "1L iji Ju in "what's your

occupation", I have made a change in the point of view opting for "what do you do for

living", which is more common in American English —according to an American native

speaker— for the purpose of asking a person about her job. " U	 J -" , according to an

American native speaker, has its equivalence "to earn their living". "I " vs. "what

is your native village?"; this expression in the TT has another version "where are you from?",

but "where are you from?", according to an American native speaker, carries a duplicate

meaning; the first meaning is "where were you born?", which is uncommon language; the

second meaning is "which area are you living in?"; however, in the ST, the first meaning

takes precedence over the second one, and to avoid confusion I opted for "what is your native

village" in the TT. "k c.	vs. "How old are you?"; this is a fixed expression in both the

ST and the TT to ask a person about her age. The expression 	 means J

has had its equivalence "That is none of my business" ("None of my

business", 2014). The equivalence of "L>41 j.-" is conventionally known "Please, have a

seat". However, this equivalence also involves a concrete vs. abstract modulation where

"seat" is concrete and "u4" is the abstract. " C J" has had its equivalence "God damn",

according to a native speaker.	 t3.i1l" has had its equivalence "all the best".

"L1t has its equivalence "bon voyage" in French ("rãfaqatka assalama", 2014), which has

its equivalence in English "have a safe trip". 'li' has had its equivalence "may God

grant you success" ("waffaqaka Allah", 2014).
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Adaptation.

Adaptation is problematic in translation (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995); it involves

rendering a message which refers to a situation; this situation is present in the SL, but not in

the TL (Munday, 2008). Adaptation presents two types: intralinguistics (within the same

language), and inter] inguisties and cultural (from a certain culture to another) (Vinay &

Darbelnet, 1995). The examples of adaptation in Khirbet Masood are all interlinguistics since

both the ST and the TT are written in two different languages —Arabic and English - which

belong to two different cultures —Lebanese and American. Here are the examples of

adaptation in the TT. " L4 	 has been rendered "7:00 a.m.". 	 t.JII has been

rendered "apple of my eye"; the denotative meaning of "$1i	 is riJ Ji

'-' uj-'fl j1 (Amrãd alcizãm wa al-mafsel, n.d.), whereas the connotative

meaning is a person someone loves most and is very proud of; after having asked an

American native speaker for an expression or phrase that expresses endearment and

cherisliment for one's child, I received the answer "apple of my eye"; then, I checked the

meaning of "apple of my eye" in a monolingual dictionary and found that it refers to

"someone that one cherishes above all others" ("Apple of my eye", 2014); therefore, I opted

for "apple of my eye" to translate 	 has become "10:00 p.m.".

Although the ST does not mention 	 the translator guessed that it is "p.m." and not

"a.m." from the meaning of the whole sentence "the hotel restaurant shuts the doors upon

customers" in the evening after "dinner". "...J " was, in my opinion, left by the ST's

writer for the reader to guess the whole word since it is a swear word; it has been rendered as

"son of..."—"son of a bitch"— which means a "despicable person" (Son of a bitch, 2009),

who deserves hatred; "... j-" exists in the SL, but not in the TL; thus "son of a bitch" was an

option beside "motherfucker" to render the same situation between the SL and the TL.

has become "two-story building", which means, in American English, a building
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"having two floors or levels" ("Two-story". 2014). 	 vs. "8:00 a.m." is

also an adaptation. 'S	 " has the same meaning as	 ' ; thus, it has been

translated, similarly to	 " to "apple of my eye" as it is explained previously. "

j c	 is an expression which belongs to the same family of 	 " and "

according to different Lebanese elderly I have questioned; it means you are the

cause of my happiness because if you breathe you are alive, and if you are alive you are

happy; therefore, breath is the cause for happiness. On the other hand, a Lebanese American

reported that the ST expression is similar to apple of my eye, so to avoid repetition in the

TT— since "apple of my eye" has been used twice - I searched for a correspondent synonym

to it, and opted for "light of my life" among many other possibilities such as "sweetheart",

"honey", "darling", "dearest", "angel", etc... ("Apple of eye", 2013); "light of my life" means

"a person someone loves most", in other words, "the delight of a person, the love of a person,

what makes a person happy"("Be the light of life", 2014).

Nida and Newmark's Translation Theories

Formal equivalence (Nida) vs. semantic translation (Newmark).

Eugen Nida established to his own theory of translation, in the year 1940, when he

was translating the Bible (Munday, 2008). Nida's theory of translation is called "formal and

dynamic equivalence and the principle of equivalent effect" (Munday, 2008, p. 42). His

formal equivalence method is more concerned about achieving semantic correspondence and

focuses on the message itself in terms of form and content; in other words, the message in the

TL has to be as close as possible to the one in the SL. Newmark's semantic translation is

similar to Nida's formal equivalence. Semantic translation remains in the SL culture. It

focuses on the process of the translation only; the translation is not fixed, but needs to be
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reviewed with every generation. The TI is inferior to the ST, thus, it always presents a loss in

the meaning. Finally, semantic translation has tendency to overtranslate (Munday, 2008).

Dynamic equivalence (Nida) vs. communicative translation (Newmark).

In his dynamic equivalence, Nida considers that there can be no fully exact

translations (Bierma, 2011) because "there can be no absolute correspondence between

languages" (Nida, 1964. as cited in Candlin & Hall, 2001, p. 21). This method involves

several techniques such as adding or removing information, changing the material, writing

footnotes , (Candlin & Hall, 2001) and 'modifying the source text by removing any element

likely to be perceived as alien, if not totally incomprehensible, by the target audience"

(Candlin & Hall, 2001, p.20). By using these techniques, the dynamic equivalence becomes

one of the vehicles to transfer cultural challenges between ST and TL. Dynamic equivalence

is "the closest natural equivalent to the source language message" (Nida, 1964. as cited in

Munday, 2008, p. 42). This definition comprises three meaningful terms: equivalent, natural,

and closest. Equivalent is in relation with the ST, natural with the IT, and closest is the

bridge which fills the cultural gap between both the SL and the IL, and brings them close

together to the maximum (Munday, 2008). In the dynamic equivalence case,

"foreignisation"— keeping the cultural values of the ST and carrying them to the audience of

the TI— takes precedence over "domestication" —causing the ST to adapt to the cultural

values of the TI— in order to create an "equivalent effect" (Munday, 2008, p. 43) on the IT's

reader similar to the one created on the ST's reader (Candlin & Hall. 2001). Newmark's

communicative translation resembles Nida's dynamic equivalence —both deal with cultural

translation— in the effect it produces on the reader. Newmark, however, kept himself away

from "the full principle of equivalent effect" (Munday, 2008, p.44); he considers that it is

impossible for the text to produce the same effect on the target reader as on the source reader

if the text does not adapt to the space and time of the TL (Munday, 2008).
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Nida 's dynamic equivalence techniques.

The different techniques of Nida's dynamic equivalence are noticeable in different

parts in the TI of Khirbei Masood.

The technique of removing or omission.

Before illustrating the examples of the removing technique, I will provide a brief

definition thereof. Removing information intersects with "omission" (Dickins et al., 2002,

p.23), which mostly occurs in case of Arabic/English translation, especially when the

information conveyed is redundant and undesirably complicate the meaning of the IT

(Dickins et al., 2002). In the sentence "il _l-.	 c1 L ifl	 I omitted the

sentence " u.i . J-- M	 lV' and the whole sentence has become "Jose was trying to

follow the porter's step" because once we mention "porter", it becomes unnecessary to

explain his job, since the job of the porter is to carry luggage. 'u' 	 'i" has

been translated as "whose area does not exceed that of a pasture for sheep"; the ST mentions

because sheep —according to an old expert in farming— prefer lentils to any other

leguminous plant for its flattened seed unlike chickpeas and beans, soft leaves, and sweet (not

salty) taste unlike chickpeas, too. Lentils also increase sheep milk production. A process of

foreignization of the TI has been noticed here, since I omitted and changed it into

"pasture" without mentioning "lentils" because, in the US, livestock diet has tendency to

become less grain-based, although it is cheaper and faster, knowing that it causes serious and

fatal problems to cattle, thus, health problems to the consumer. Considering pasture-based

diet for livestock tends to be a better solution for the US farming (GRACE Communications

Foundation, 2014). The communicative translation method of Newmark's theory applies also

to this example. "It is rooted in its contemporary context" (Munday, 2008, p.45) by reflecting
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the contemporary situation of farming in the US. The Ti. in this case, is clearer than the

ST—" .Jl " was not as clear as "pasture for sheep", which was smoother, simpler, and

clearer" (Munday. 2008, p. 45); it might raise some questions in the mind of the source

reader, although it presents a semantic content loss (Munday, 2008). j- l j Si-	 ç}11

i iil has been omitted in the TI and replaced by "the people of his neighborhood"

because the target reader ignores the geography of Khillat-al-Manzaleh village and the way

farming villages surround its borders. Moreover, the source reader might not know this

because, according to the late writer's wife, Khillat-al-Manzaleh is a very small town not

well-known, even by locals; only Lebanese southerners might have heard about it, and

keeping this superfluous information might cause confusion to the reader.	 u^l A"

i- underwent the loss of	 Li" and has become "it is the plane" without "in the

space" because once we mention "plane" it is capable of flight only in the space. In	 Ui"

" j4.J 'i Ji4W' has been totally removed from the TI; according to an

Arabic language teacher, it is an expression adults use to address children when they get mad

at them, especially in the old days . In the eastern culture, especially in the past, adults had a

certain authority upon children and had more the right to cope with them violently and make

pressure on them by calling them with more or less bad words - nowadays, however, dealing

with children has become more open and understanding. On the other hand, the target

audience has another perspective of dealing with children; they treat them more

comprehensibly by using modern strategies without causing them any psychological harm

using bad words. This explains the non-existence of a correspondent term to this expression

and the loss of the expression in the IT in order not to reflect a bad image of

the Lebanese culture in terms of dealing with children, and not to create a misunderstanding

for the target reader. In this example, from Newmark's point of view, there is a tendency to

undertranslate (the total removal of "j- '-	 causes a loss of semantic content).
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The technique of adding information.

The technique of adding information appears in "the barren farms and shallow land"

which was in the ST "J j d-} i4 j_> " ; "barren" and "shallow" were added to

render the same strong meaning, and make the target reader feel with his five senses the sense

of emptiness that people feel in the villages in September. 'L y" has been translated as

"the song the cameleer sang to urge forward the camels"; the TT sentence contained

additional information to keep the cultural values of the ST and transmit them to the audience

of the TT.

The technique of changing the material.

The technique of changing the material applies in the following examples. The

Lebanese war "ith j.ii" that raged in Lebanon in the mid 1970s has different appellations

such as "Lebanese War - or Lebanese Civil War" depending on the side; each appellation

has a specific political connotation; most writers— according to an expert in the field of

translation I consulted, who confirmed this view - use "Lebanese War" instead of Lebanese

Civil War" because they consider it the war of others on the Lebanese territory. "2Jjj U"

and have been differently translated; are military operations

between militants (non-official militias); therefore, it has been rendered as "armed conflicts".

However, when L' meant operations conducted by non-official armed parties

(militias), it has been translated "armed conflicts", whereas, when it meant operations carried

by the national army against the enemy, it has become "military operations". This is how I

was able to create an equivalent effect on the reader between the ST and the TT. In addition,

after having read various media articles in different online newspapers, an equivalent effect

has been created on the reader by using the capital "C" in "Command" for the National Army

Command vs. the small "c" in command for the command of a particular party. In the

expression "c J j	 Ai1 I!, the word 'Jlt" does not mean the mountain; it
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can be translated into different options "Al-Jabal", "the Shuf", Jabal al-duruz", "Muhãfazat

Jabal Lubnan" (The Governorate of Mount Lebanon); these appellations involve political

connotations Shd come as a result of the Mountain War (Harb el-Jabal, 1982-1983), which

was part of the Lebanese War; after I referred to the late author's wife, the best choice was

"the Shuf' in order to avoid confusion in the reader's mind.

In the above examples, applies the concept of polysemy; a definition of polysemy is worth

giving before analyzing its application. Polysemy is "the existence of several meanings in a

single word" ("Polysemy", 2014). The example of "j 1" is polysemous in the ST—

in some cases it meant military operations made by the national army against the enemy, and

in other cases it meant armed conflicts conducted by armed parties in conflict. Thus, L.

has become monosemous in the IT, being rendered as "military operations" or

"armed conflicts" as the context required. Moreover. 'i3" presents a polysemous aspect in

the ST— it has two meanings: the Command of the national army and the command of a

certain party— but it has become monosenous in the TT by the use of a capital "C" for the

national army Command and a small "c" for the party command. Finally, "L" is also

polysemous in the ST carrying various meanings (as mentioned above), yet it had become

monosenous in the TT by being rendered "the Shuf'

The technique of adding footnotes.
Finally, I will discuss in this part, Nida's technique of adding footnotes. Footnotes are spread

over the TT especially in the case of cultural translation. Each time the name of a region was

mentioned in the text, a footnote followed the name bearing in mind that the target audience

may not necessarily know the geography of the Lebanese territory and the location of each

region on the map. It is to be noted that the location of the region is sometimes needed to be

known since it conveys a specific meaning to the text. Both words "lebbedeh"	 and

"kaffiyeh" " 4 j3" in the sentence u-L, 	were followed by a
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footnote to tell the target audience about the Lebanese traditional headdress. In my opinion,

the writer, by mentioning both of them in the same sentence went beyond conveying the

denotative meaning of these; hd wanted to convey a certain connotation. Semiotics has a lot

to do here, in this example, "al-kufiya" 'k" refers to Muslims, whereas "al-labbãda"

"-.th" refers to Christians; the occurrence of both in the same sentence is a symbol of

national coexistence, which Lebanon is celebrated for. The writer, then, said, uLQ

j LJA y; "3iI Ui1' is the lebbedeh and not the kaffiyeh

because the lebbedeh is made of "wool of young lambs" (Samaha. 2014), whereas the

kafjIyeh —according to my own knowledge, as Lebanese, regarding our traditional dress

code— is made of cotton. Therefore, the lebbedeh, which refers to Christians, and which

hurled into battle, represents Yusuf, who was Christian, and who himself hurled into the

battle of life on his way to the new world he was heading. In addition, footnotes were also

added to various Lebanese dishes mentioned in the text such as Tabooleh, Mujaddara,

Kibbeh, and Huinmos to provide the target audience with additional information about the

Lebanese cuisine. The expression "Basil pot" was also followed by a footnote to explain to

the target reader the traditional concept of %i-1l ", —the visitors could rub their hand over

the basil plant and arrive sweetly scented— which is placed in general at the threshold of

every Lebanese house, especially in villages (See Appendix B). Finally, the footnote

following "the hustle and bustle of life" explains that despite the various wars Lebanese have

lived, Beirut abridges the contradictions of this complicated Orient. It has always been the

capital of night life, youth, energy, and resurrection; it is the city that never sleeps, and is

always "on fire" even when it was bombarded yesterday (Rozelier, 2009). Foreignization

occurred by using the target expression "hustle and bustle", which means the lifestyle of

modem life or a life full of activities, yet the TT has also been domesticated by writing a

footnote which explains that while different regions in Lebanon were getting shelled, many
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others were living more than a normal life; they were "on fire" with people filling restaurants,

clubs, cinemas and theaters.
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Chapter II - Difficulties Encountered

The second part of the analysis tackles the difficulties I encountered during the translation

process. These difficulties made the spice of the translation process; these include the writer's

style— A.Q3i L^41 or the apparent ease—, the transliteration of proper nouns, the translation of

folkloric songs and non-Classical Arabic, and the layout of the TT based on the features of

the TL

Apparent Ease Style

The apparent ease style (Nesrin, 2004) t iJl LfJI was one of the difficulties I faced

while translating this novel. This style is apparently easy, yet it consists of long sentences full

of poetic figures and metaphors. In the ST, the apparent ease mostly appeared in the parts

involved with exposition (Hatim, 1997) and description. This explains the occurrence of

endless forms of modulation in both the ST and the TT, especially where metaphors abound

because this type of modulation corresponds more to the apparent ease style. Moreover, as

mentioned previously, the apparent ease involves long-winded sentences, which characterize

the Arabic flowery style of writing celebrated for repetitions, extra details, and digressions

The English language, however, is more concise and precise. There are a few

examples in the TT, which show how I adapted the ST to the rules of the English writing

style by shortening some sentences and avoiding repetitions and superfluous information, yet

without causing a loss of meaning. For instance, the long sentence - 3jl	 1S"

4I ii3	 LB	 LLJ	 i	 ,

' I 413 Jj has been shortened and made two sentences in the TT. It

has become "Jose Junior, sunken in his grandfather's bosom, was feeling his shivering soul

beating over his head as if lulling him to fall asleep (first sentence); the old man, then, holds
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his breath and stops his bleeding heart from further pouring out into the words" (second

sentence),In the sentence ! JL	 J )	 43 .	 •" I

removed the detail "Ji LU ci" because it has been mentioned in the previous

paragraph that Jezeen is famous for the waterfall; there is no need to repeat this detail twice

in the IT. However, although the English language, unlike Arabic, is concise and precise, I

was sometimes obliged to add some details to some contexts in order to render the full

meaning of the ST in the TI. For instance, the Arabic sentence 

has been rendered as "No. but I informed the embassy about my interest to visit this place.".

In this example I added "to visit this place" because without it the meaning would have

remained unclear.

Proper Nouns

Meaning of proper nouns.

Similarly to the writer's choice of proper nouns in the ST, the transliteration of these

in the TT did not go unnoticed. Most of the characters are aptly named, especially in the first

three chapters of the novel, which I have translated. First, T will give the meaning of each

noun. "Jose" is the Spanish and Portuguese form of "Joseph" (Campbell, 1996). He lives up

to his name; similarly to Saint Joseph, who was a loyal servant to God — God put Jesus under

his charge— in his fatherly care to Jesus, he, fulfilled his grandfather's will that was put under

his charge, too. "Naji" derives from "munOjãt" "U.4" , which means

"intimate conversation" ("MUnäjät", 2014); and this is what happened in the novel; the most

interesting conversation for Jose throughout the novel was the one he had with Naji, the hotel

receptionist. "Shaheen" is a Persian word which means "eagle" (El Hage, 2009);

Shaheen, in the novel, is very similar to the eagle that roams the prairies waiting for his prey;

he makes daily trips shuttling between Beirut and the Shuf, and turning the passengers into
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preys by holding discussions with them and pulling out their best hidden news. Ameen is also

called Abü Raja'; this same person carries two meaningful names "Ameen". in Arabic,

means "trustworthy" (Jana. 2012); in his hands lies the consignment, the national case of his

homeland; he is AbU Rajä', which means the care taker of this consignment and the father of

hope (Tamer, 2012), who— according to the doctrine of the party he adheres to— sacrifices

his life to defend this homeland. "Zarifeh" means "beautiful with good manners" (Tamer,

2012); this is how Zarifeh, the shepherd's wife, typically was; she welcomed Jose with

enthusiasm and generosity, invited him to sit in the shed of the tree, and offered him the clay

pitcher to drink. "Lattoof" is a Lebanese dialectical variant of "Latif', which is rooted in the

Arabic word "latafa" ":i ", meaning to be helpful and reassuring" ("Latafa, 2014); in fact,

the shepherd Lattoof was so helpful by guiding Jose to his grandfather's ruin; he also

reassured him by providing him with the information needed.

Transliteration of proper nouns.

Second,what is transliteration? It is the correspondence between the characters in both

the SL and the IL; it is also called "transcription" (Husni & Newman, 2013, p.270). Either

transcription or transliteration is "rornanization" (Husni & Newman, 2013, p.270), which

means rendering the characters of another language in Roman (Latin) alphabet (Husni &

Newman, 2013). There is an endless variety of transcriptions for proper nouns. Using the US

system of transcriptions (Husni & Newman, 2013) (See Appendix C), I blended the two rules

to render the proper nouns assigned to characters (See Appendix D), regions, villages, and

districts, and to borrowed words from Arabic such as Lebanese food (See Appendix C). I

selected the "closest to the Arabic" such as "Ahmad rather than Ahmed", and the "economy

of the number of characters" such as "Hasan rather than Hassan" (Husni & Newman, 2013,

p.278).
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Lebanese Folkloric Songs

In addition, the translation of songs found in the ST was also one of the problems.

Before discussing the translation process, I will give the reader of this paper an overview

about the Lebanese popular traditional songs.

Overview.

Happiness and joy characterize the Lebanese people. They differ in their various

popular traditional customs. These customs are nothing but a sensational expression of

emotions, and these emotions emanate from joy and sorrow, bravery and pride, love and

beauty, chanting the homeland, homesickness and nostalgia, separation and reunion, wealth

and thankfulness, modesty of life, loyalty and charity, fraternity and mutual support,

vigilance and affection. Lebanese people overflow with emotions; they express their daily life

emotions freely through popular traditional songs full of meanings and feelings. Every song

carries a specific story through itself, and has a specific meaning. Lots of folkloric songs are

accompanied by dances whose rhythm is specific to every region and its proper lifestyle

(Makhoul, 2009).

Method of translation: Danica Seleskovitch and Marianne Lederer's interpretive
method of translation.

Songs are written scripts for the ear and not for the eye. While translating the songs, I

tried to keep the rhyming effect, as much as I could, to provide the target reader the

opportunity to perceive it as a song, similarly to the source audience. In the ST, "mulayya"

rhymes with 'ynayya" '-' , whereas in the TT, "thee" rhymes with "sea", and

"love" with "laugh". In this case, I was able to approximately render the same meaning with a
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certain rhyming effect suitable for oral performance. In other cases, it was impossible to find

rhyming words, which reflect the same meaning; therefore, there was a rhyming loss.

Similarly to written genres, "oral genres texts involve written texts such as songs, plays, and

sermons" (Dickins et al., 2002, p. 179). Since "oral texts avoid information overload"

(Dickins et al., p.1 80) - this makes the text hard to follow—, I respected this rule in the TT by

playing the role of creating its meaning; this process of creating the meaning is based on the

principle of interpretation, which uses logical reasoning to render the overall meaning as

gathered from the context.

In this context, applies the interpretive model of translation of Danica Seleskovitch and

Marianne Lederer, which comprises a three-stage process: "understanding",

"deverbalization", and "re-expression" (Munday. 2008, p. 63). Understanding involves using

"linguistic competence" (Munday, 2008, p. 63) to understand the facts in the text and to grasp

the author's intention. In order to understand the meaning of the ST before re-creating it, I

searched for the meaning of each word I did not previously know. Deverbalization involves

the transfer through sense and not words (Munday, 2008). Therefore, after having understood

the meaning of each word separately, I gathered the meaning of the words (overall meaning).

Then, through re-expression, I composed the TI (Munday, 2008). For instance, in j

L-3} ,	 €' means "how far! /how impossible! /1 wish it would" ("Hayhat",

2014);	 j" is the beautiful woman or the handsome man (Makhoul, 2009), '1y' is the

Lord of my heart; the whole meaning of this context is that the lover is shedding tears

for notnot being able to see ",d,-"the Lord of his/her heart '3.'Q", for the sea has taken

him/her away with no return 'L43J L In this example, after having understood the

underlying meaning, I produced the rhyming effect (examples mentioned above). By using

the same concept and following the same process, I rendered the other two songs

"...j	 and	 LS1L
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Non-Classical Arabic/Spoken Lebanese

Method of translation.

The translation of Non- Classical Arabic was not a major difficulty, yet the way I

dealt with it is worth discussing. Non- Classical Arabic 	 (Frayha, 1995) is the spoken

Lebanese 3U4 -J (Notre Dame University, 2009). It seldom appears in written scripts; in

Khirbet Masood, however, it was spoken by the shepherd, Lattoof, and his wife. Similarly to

songs, non-Classical Arabic is the language of the ear and not the language of the eye; this

explains its appellation Spoken Lebanese. The fact of seeing this language as a written script

made it a strange element in the novel, although it was familiar to my ear (being a Lebanese

native speaker). However, I made myself perceive it as familiar to my eye to let the

translation process happen and keep the tonality— keeping the tonality of the ST is a golden

rule for a good translator— of the text I was translating. The tonality of the text is made of a

set of stylistic characters called "level of language". Here, in the case of non-Classical

Arabic, the level of language played its role. I simplified the language as much as I could to

indirectly explain to the target audience that any shepherd and his entourage receive a very

low level of education, if no level at all, and speak a low level of language, also called

"familiar language", which goes under "vulgar language". Familiar language is the highest

level of vulgar language among "popular language", "slang", and "jargons"; it is the oral

language known worldwide of a population (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995).

Register of language.

Moreover, in terms of level of language, the tonality system played a role in the

translation process here. Tonality system is a system of oppositions, or a set of terms related

to the same idea, yet these words are used in different contexts (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995).
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Since translators must preserve the tonality of the text. I associated the choice of my terms in

the TI to the tone of the ST.	 .k	 has been rendered differently in the conversation

and the exposition in the conversation it has been translated "does it have a view over

the sea?", whereas in the exposition, it has become "it overlooks the sea"; however, "have a

view over the sea" and "overlook the sea" have the same meaning; "have a view" is more

casual than "overlook", which belongs to literary language (a register of language used in

literary writing and full of figures of speech, comparisons, and metaphors), which, in its turn,

comes under the category of standard language (Vinay & Darbelnet, 1995).Both

sentences"' -' ' and "ij3 J I J.J mean "discover the secrets"; when

Jose— the university professor— uttered these words, they have been rendered as "unravel the

secrets"; a higher level of language was needed then when the armed man— considered to be

less educated than Jose— uttered the same words, which have become "discovering the

secrets" ; "discovering the secrets" is more casual.

Layout Style of the Target Text

Last, but not least, the foreignization of the ST in terms of layout was the last

difficulty encountered. This foreignization occurred by applying the layout style standard

rules of the TL in the TI. Having checked the layout style of various English books, every

line in a dialogue started with quotation marks, unlike Arabic, which started with a dash. A

comma has been placed at the end of every direct speech and before the verbs of indirect

speech such as: ..., he said / ..., he replied I... he uttered, etc. Borrowed words, songs, and

the will have been italicized, unlike Arabic, which wrote the songs and the will in bold font.

Concerning line spacing, English skips a line each time a new idea, not related to the previous

one, begins.
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Conclusion

The translation of Khirbet Masood goes beyond the foreignization of Khirbet Masood

and the domestication of Masood's Ruin ; it is more than transferring cultural values from a

source culture to a target culture based on the theories of translation of Vinay and Darbelnet,

Nida, Newmark, Danica Seleskovitch and Marianne Lederer. It is a tremendous participation

with the writer of the source text in the creation of a "new" masterpiece entitled Masood's

Ruin.

Khirbet Masood is a copy of the original since the original is the truth of the Lebanese

reality, which Lebanese have lived, and which has been impacted by contradictions and

controversies; these controversies involve a mixture of wars and sectarian conflicts on one

hand, and resistance, survival, and resurrection on the other. Thus, Masood's Ruin is a copy

of another copy. In this copy, I tried as much as I could to preserve the content of the text in

terms of form and sense, and to render all the structures and images, even if these seem

awkward in some instances. I wish I were able to offer the reader an intelligible text, which

carries the same impressions and atmosphere knowing that the act of writing by itself (the

source text) does not render the full equivalent of the original (reality); therefore, how can a

copy of the copy bridge the gap between the source text and the target text knowing that

"there can be no absolute correspondence between languages"?

The tools to fill this gap were theories. I did not, however, carry all these theories and

apply these in the target text. Yet, I made the translation process happen, then, searched for

sections in the text where these theories were applied. Thus, I consider that translation

theories are somehow "innate"— a translator, similarly to any other artist, is born with an

aptitude to become a translator— and not totally acquired in the brain of every translator;
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these are an unconscious built-in system in the translator's brain; yet this system evolves and

becomes sophisticated through the skills acquired during university education journey.

As Italo Calvino once said, "Without translation, I would be limited to the borders of

my own country. The translator is my most important ally. He introduces me to the world."

From this perspective. Masood's Ruin should be this "ally", which will introduce the world to

Lebanon and Lebanon to the world.
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Appendix A
List of abbreviations

SL	 source language

ST	 source text

TL	 target language

IT	 target text

14 ' i
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Basil Pot Illustrations
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Figure 1- By author

Figure 2- Warren S. B. (August 2013). Bet You
Didn't Know This About Beirut! (21 ed.) (p.
27). Verdun, Beirut, Lebanon: Turning Point
Books.
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Appendix C
Correspondences for Standard Arabic Characters

ei
	

Ws
ddID

b	 12	 WT
t
th

j,dj,	 f
h	 q

C	 1d1	 k
d	 J	 1
th
r	 n

-)	 z	 a	 h
LJW	 S	 w

sh
ssorS

'fable 1- Husni, R. & !NewmalN, D. L. (2013). A-Z oJ'Arabic-English-Arabic translation. Westbourne Grove, London:
Saqi
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Appendix D
Transliteration of Arabic Names in the Novel

Abu al-Hasan	 y
Abu Ammar
AbtlRajá'
Al-Aishiyeh
Al-Jermog	 3AJ.?.Il

Al-Nabatieh
Al-Reehan
Al-Suwayreh
Al-Wardanieh	 IJII
Al-zamzarig
Ameen
Bãter
Beirut
Beiruti
Damoor
Deir el-Qamar
Hummos
Jezeen
Jose Masud
Kaffiyeh
Khan-al-Franj
Khillat-al-Manzaleh
Khirbet Masood
Kibbeh
Lattoof
Marjyoun	 jJJA
Mizna plain	 _i	 J
Mokhtãra
Mount Hermon
Mujaddara
Naji
Rawsheh
Rishãni 
Shaheen
Shuf
Sinv1	 (Jjj)
Tabooleh
The Hasbani River	 414I.Owl

The Reehan Mountain 	 :,t
Yusuf Masood
Zarifeh
Table 2- By author
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